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Course Desaiption. This course will provide an overview of the topic of teaching 
for creative learning. W e  will consider the nature and definition of creative 
tkinking; the relationship of creative and aitical thinking; the  importance of 
creative thinking and learnirtg in education; an instructional model for teaching 
creative lhinking; the role of the teacher and the student in creative leaning; and, 
practical tools for both creative thinking (generating options) and critid thinking 
(focusing options. We will explore specific ways that tools for creative thinking can 
be applied in education or training settings. Partiapants wilI be asked to work 
individually and in teams or small groups to apply the course material to their own 
areas of professional interest rtnd expertise. 

Instructor. The instructor for this course is Dr. D o d d  J. Treffinger, of Sarasota, 
Florida (USA). Dr. Tremger is President of the Center for Creative Learning Inc, 
and dso Professor of Education at the University of Sarasota, Previously, has 
taught at the Center for Studies in Geztivity at Buffalo State College, the University 
of Kansas, and at %due University. He is the author of more than 300 books, 
chapters, and articles on many aspects of creativity, Creative Problem Solving, and 
talent development. Dr- Treffinger can be reached by e-mail at dontreff@gte.net and 
the Center for Creative Learning website is <~+~r\v.crea tiveIearning.com>. 

Textbook-The core textbook for this course 1c3l be: 

Treffinger, D, I., & Feldhusen, J. F. (1998). Pianni?zg for producfioe thinking a n d  
learning. Sarasota, FL- Center for Creative Learning. 

Recommended Related Publications. Several other publications are directly 
relevant to the material in this course. All of these are available from the Center for 
Creative Leaning, and can be ordered through our website, by fax, or by mail (a 
separate sheet with ordering information .rvill be available at the Summer Institute). 
For your convenience, the titles marked with an asterisk (') ~ d l  be available far 
purchase at the Summer hstitule. 

(*) KeUer-Mathers, S., Puccio, K., & Treffinger,- C. J: (1998). Adventures in real 
p rob l~& soluing. Sarasota, FL: Center for Creative Learning. (Intended p ~ c i p a l l y  
for teachers of young children, ages 5-9.) 
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(') Puccio, K., & KeUer-Mathers, S. (1998). Big tools for young thinkers. Sarasota, 
Center for Creative Learning. (For teachers who work with young children, ages 5-9). 

(') Treffinger, D. J., Isaksen, S. G., & Dorval, K. B. (1994). Creatiae problem s o l ~ i n g :  
A n  introduction. ( rm.  ed.). Sarasota, FL. Center for Creative Learning. (An 
overview of the contemporary Creative Problem Solving framework). 

(*) Treffinger, D. J., & McOuskey, K, Eds. (1998). Teaching for talent deoelopinent.  
Sarasota, m Center for Creative Learning. (h overview of contemporary issues 
and topics, including chapters by Don Treffinger, John Feldhusen, Scott Isaksen Joe 
Renzulli, and Rita Dunn.) 

(') Treffiger, D. J., & Nassab, C. A. (1998). Thinking tool guides. Sarasota, FL: Center 
for Creative Leaning. (For teachers of students at the elementary or middle years; 
ages 6-12), 

Treffinger, D. J. & Nassab, C k (1998). Thinking tool guides. Sarasota, Fl2 Center for 
Geative Learning. (Intended for teachers; fadlitator note cards and posters to 
support classroom applications of thinking tools at  a l l  age or grade levels.) 

Isaksen, S. G., Dorval, K B., & Treffinger, D. J. (1998). Toolbox for creafiae problein 
solving: Basic tools and resources. Williamsville, NY: Creative Problem Solving 
Group Buffalo. (Prinapally for trainers or educators who work ~ 7 t h  adults or post- 
secondary students.) 
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Daily Agenda 
Mondav 

Objectives 

As a result of your participation in this session, you should be able to: 

Define creativity and creative thinking, and desaibe ways that creative and 
critical thinking are related. 
State and explain at least four reasons for the importance of aeativity i n  
education. 
Identify at least four common myths and misunderstandings about aeativity 
and teaching for creativity. 
Idenbfy and give examples of four important dimensions of aeative 
productivity, and expIain their implications 'for teaching and learning. 
Desaibe and create an effective content outline for a course or unit of 
instruction, in preparation for incorporating creativity. 

Topics of Discussion 

What is "creativity?" 
Many and varied definitions 
Creative thinking and critical thinking 
\%'orking definitions to ,&de us in the course 

Why is it important to teach for creativity? 
Myths and misunderstaiidings about teaching for aeativity 
Four factors in creative productivity, and a model for teachin5 and learning 
aeativity 
Planning for creativity 

A course or unit of instruction 
Content and (not versus) process 
Developing a content outline 
Forming development teams 

Assignment 

Read chapters 1-4 in the text 
Plan a content outline (see especially p. 22 in text) 
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Tuesday 

Objectives 

As a result of your partidpation in this session, you should be able to: 

- Desaibe the role of the student and the teacher in three levels of teaching for 
creativity. 
Describe and give examples of metacognitive skiUs that are important in  
teaching for creativity. 
Idenhfy and apply at kast four tools for the "foundations" of teaching for 
creativity (including toois for generating options and tools for focusing 
options). 
Identify and give examples of s p d c  guideposts for curriculum and 
instruction. 
Desaibe and create a content-by-process matrix for a course or unit of 
instruction. 

Topics of Discussion 

The role of the teacher and the student 
Foundations, realistic, and real-life learning 
hietacognitive skills in teaching for aeativity 
Basic creativity guidelines and tools 
Creating a content-by-process matrix, with sample "foundations" level 
objectives and activities 
Considering the curriculum and instruction guideposts 

Assignment 

Read chapters 5-7 
Design your matrix (pp. 33-34), consider the objectives (p. 3% and develop 
sample "foundations" activities (pp. 43-49). 
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Thursdav 

Objectives 

As a result of your partiapation in this session, you should be able to: 
Define the three main components and six stages of Creative Problem 
Solving (m). - Distineuish between realistic and real problems for CPS, and identifv the " 
"Three C's" of realistic problems. 
Design spedfic ways to incorporate realistic and real problem solving into a 
course or unit of instruction. 

Topics of Discussion 

* Overview of U'S components and stages 
Moving into the "realistic" and "real life" le-vels 
The "Three CS" of realistic problems 
Geating and using practice problems 

* What is "real" problem? 
Working time for teams to support individual or group applications of these 
levels 

Assignment 

Read chapters 8-9 
Complete a summary of your unit plan and activities 

dbjectives 

As a result of your partiapation in this session, you should be able to: 
Define several specific rvays to evaluate students' creative work and to 
incorporate creativity into grading procedures. 
Share your unit plan and aeate an Action Plan for using it in your teaching. 

Topics of Discussion 

Evaluating students' performance 
Check lists, rating scales; Rubrics, portfolio 
Project reports; Contracts and grading 

Students present and share unit summaries, emphasizing ways they have 
incorporated teaching for creativity 
Form follow-up teams 
Closing 



L 
General Goals 

The student: 

Understands and applies basic ,guidelines for both 
cenerating and focusing options. b 

Knows, chooses, and uses basic tools appropriately 
and effectively for generating options. 

Knows, chooses, and uses basic tools appropriately 
and effedively for focusing options. 

Learns and uses vocabulary associated with tools. 

I O 1998, Center for Creative Learning, Inc. 



Teacher's Role 

Through direct instruction, the teacher: 

Presents guideli~~es for generating and focusing 
options, and guides practice in applying them. 
Presents tools for generating and focusing options 
(including the names of and purposes for the tools). 
Provides opportunities for students to apply the 
tools through varied activities (within the curric- 
ulum as well as drawing on everyday experiences). 
Challenges students to apply the tools to tasks that 
arise in the classroom setting. 
Asks questions that call for productive thinking; 
probes and draws out students' thinking; and en- 
gages students in posing their own questions. 
Helps students to learn how to select and use tools 
appropriately wlien they need to generate or focus 
options for any task. 
Models the use of tlie tools in her or his own thinking. 
Provides examples ofho!v the tools are used in many 
situations in the "real world." 
Provides time for planning, extended effort, reflection, 
and debriefing when using the tools, and helps the 
students to do so effectively. 
Creates and maintains a classroom climate conducive 
to productive thinking, and sets expectations that 
students will learn and use the tools. 
Uses assessment and evaluation metl~ods that include 
challenees for nroductive thinkin- and use of tools. 

Student's Role 

Students, working independently and in groups: 

Learn, apply, and internalize the guidclincs for 
generating and focusing options. 

Learn tools for generating and focusing options 
(including the names of and purposes for the tools). 
Use the tools through varied activities (rvitliin tlie 
curriculu~n, in dealin3 with everyday experiences 
both in and out of the classrooni). 
Respond appropriately to questions calling for 
productive thinking. 

Initiate questions that involve liigller level thinking. 
Recognize when certain tools might be helpful and 
choose appropriate tools to use. 

Demonstrate extended effort and reflection in 
planning and carrying out activities, and engage in 
debriefing their activities with others. 

Demonstrate curiosity and interest in continuing to 
learn and use new tools. 



General Goals 

Demonstrates competence in tools and process 
methods, confidence as a productive thinker, and 
commifment to applying productive thinking. ' . 

! 

Manages and plans for effective thinking before, 
during, and after work on any task. 

1 

Monitors his or her own strategy for seleting 
and using tools, methods, and resources. 

The student: 

Monitors uses and adaptations of applications 
of speafic methods and tools [i.e., .the technique(s) 
employed and their effectiveness or impact]. 

Modifies methods, tools, strategies, or techniques 
appropriately during any working session. 

G 1995, Center for Creative Learning, Inc. 



Teacher's Role 

When guiding students in learning a114 applying 
nietacugnitive skills, the teacher: 

Provides resources ,and opportul\itics (or s t ~ ~ d c n t s  to 
learn and practice CPS tools. 
Knows, shares, and applies structured tools for process 
debriefing of all CPS sessions. 
Offers support and encouragenient for sh~dents' 
productive thinking efforts, with constructive feedback. 
hlodels knowledge and use of Inetacognitive skills. 
Creates opporhmities and expectations for students to 
apply lnetacognitive skills in varied situations and for 
varied tasks and domains. 
Employs "wait time" for students to respond to questions 
or debriefing steps. 
Asks probing or enabling questions to stimulate lneta- 
cognitive efforts by students. 

1 * Locates and presents a variety of enpaging realistic tasks 
on ~vluch  students can practice CPS components, stages, 
and tools. 
Assists and supports students in  managing, modifying, 
and monitoring their owl1 productivc thinking. 

Student's Role 

'l'l~e student. .. 

. . ~ ~ ~. .~~ ~ ~ ~ . .  . ~. 
I . 1nlocl.oWs ol'ocessus und eontcnr in lonrning and  in i u n y  i i k  s l tun~ions . 

r Beliuvcs in~elTcctivcness ofpntecaxcs or mrrl~ods 
Beliuvcs In sdfns a focilimwr . Pecls empuwclrd by p~.aduclivc thinking skills 
Dcmcmxr~.atcs ubilirv to clnunas course <,I. diruct i rm withour bcing tl~rc.lwned 01 - 
dcknsive 
Recob.nizcs oppartunitics ornccds fnl. productivc tliinkng 

~- .~ 
P~~urliets nnd ontieipntcs sucse*sSul outeonlcs 
Viovs siluibllunr amrt~~ucrively 13s o ] l ] ~ l l l u n l l i ? ~  ;ind c h i ~ l l c n e c ~  
IOlaws own rtl.ungthr und style pl.rScvrncr~ iwd theil. inil>licibtionr fill. i n d i r ~ d u u l  
~pl.clductivily hind lenm al. gl.r,op cilcetivmorr 
Gives snd i.ecaivex Scudbuck in 81 eonstrucrivi. mitnno. 
Den1unr11~iiu.s un n r t i f u d e u f ~ h u w  might t\,r...: ~.i>rlls~. than  .to ;uttttudc u1.a~ eitn't 
I I P C ~ U ? I C  . . .I 

9 1mnlel.sr.u sclf in impol.lant e~lnccl l ls:  passilin 
Tuki?~ ownenhip (~.uspnn~ihilir.y Ibr ~ssk  and iinr*.nf U, tilke uctli,n) 
Shcjws initinlive; uctivcly rucks oppo~luni r i~s  l o  alpply pwductive l l i i n k i l i ~  
Urmonxtrukr ialief in, und lopuln~. uss d. productive thinking ~it.crcaaes 
St~.ives ro~.cornplc~cness ulunde~.atondinpat~~d cu~lt inues  W ,ro~.k 1oivitl.d l l ~ n t  ~ o o l  
Judgus i.'uulls acculatcly and honestly 

r Deals with idads i ~ n d  people in a iuiv-minded wny 
Engvges in -debl.icflnyW snd conrinuea to study, li.nl.n, nnd impl.ove 
S r e b  otheig with whoin tu learn und show 1"s C O I ~ L ' I I ~ U B I I  and in menlol'inc 
~ . , . l~~t i~rnl ;h ins l  

Q 1998, Cenlcr (or Crealive Learninr. Inc. 



General Goals 

The student: 

Becomes competent in the components and 
stages of CPS, the language or vocabulary of 
CPS, and the use of basic toois during CPS. 

l 
l 

Gains confidence in h s  or her ability to ,aer:erate 
and focus options and to use CPS effectively 
through work on appropriate and realistic tasks. 

Develops commitment or conviction as an 
effective or productive problem solver. 

O 1998, Center for Creative Learning, Inc. 



Reviews and extends students' conipetence with tools 
for generating and focusing options. 
Reinforces thinking guideli,ies and positive attikudes. 
Guides students in learning and applying all CPS 
stages and components 

* Introduces roles of people in pr.oblcm solving sessions. 
Introduces Task Appraisal and Process Planning and 
guides students in developing metacognilive skills. 
Provides practice problen7s and leads students' work 
on those problems. 
Encourages students' confidence in, and commitmcnl to, 
problem s o l v i ~ i ~ ,  identifying "successes en route." 
Establishes and maintains a constructive clinlate for 
creative and critical thinking and solving. 

9 Sets up and uses performaiice tasks that enable students 
to practice prcblem solving applications. 
Guides students in collaboration and tramivork. 
Provides space and resources for effective problem 
solving in small groups. 
Encourages si~!dents to "sirctcli" and be risk-takers. 
Challenges shldents to look forward in lheir thinMng 
and to en!ist others in their efforts. 
Teaches stude~:ts to be reflective and to debrief their 
problem solving efforts, leads the debriefing, and 

1 guides groups const~uctively in learning and growing 
as problem solvers. 

Teacher's Role Student's Role 

Students, working independently and in groups: : 

Know t l ~ e  language and vocabulary associated with 
all problem solving stages and components. 
Know the purposes for each stane and co~nl~onent  and 

When guiding and leading students in working on realislic 
problelns and challenges, the teacher: 

Bngage (with enthusiasm) in applying problcm 
solving to tasks or challenges provided by the coach 
or teacher 
Assume the role of client or resource group member 
when working on practice problems, and play iliose 
roles appropriately. 
Collaborate with others in Task Appraisal and Process 
Planning when working on prdclice problems. 
Demonstrate confidence in their ability to work 
successfully on a variety of problein solving tasks. 
Denionstrate cornpetence, individually and in small 
groups, in applying tools for generating or focusing 
options during any conjpoljent or stage. 
Show conviction by engaging in complex tasks and 
challc~iges and "seeing efforts tluough" to approp- 
riate completion or closure. 
Engage in, and contribute to, debriefing of problem 
solving sessions. 
Demonshates active interest in co~ltinuing to learn 

I and use new process tools. - - 



General Goals 

The student: 

Identifies and assumes ownership for and 
involvement in real problems and challenges. 

Demonstrates a constructive outlook towards 
real problems and challenges. 

Demonstrates expertise and imagination in 
dealing with a variety of complex tasks, 
opportunities, or challenges. 

O 1998, Center for Creative Learning, Inc. 



Teacher's Role Student's Role 
- 

4s a manager and iacilitator for real problems, the teacher: 

* Creates a setking in which real problem solving is valued. 
* Stimulates searclu~lg for real challe~iges within and 

beyond curriculum areas. 
Assists students in identifying i.cal problems and 
opportunities, and ill  loca~ing and prcl>arilig clients. 
Clarifies problcm orvnel-ship anci I-cspsnsibility (or 
taking action. 
Facilitates proccss'use in problcm solving scssions. 
Serves as guide to resources (or sourccs of resources). 
Provides encouragement and support. 
Hclps cut through I-ed tape and the biascs of athcrs. 
Provides appropriate time and materials for studenls to 
Ivork 011 real problems. 
Helps locate audiences and outlets. 
Facilitates effective follow-throug11 \vith and by clients 
and students; helps students see their riforts ~hrough  to 
appropriate closure or completion. 
Guides accountability (record-keeping, documentation). 
Introduces new process tools when needed. 
Facilitates debriefing of problem solving sessions. 
Creates and sustains expectations of quality and effort. 
hlodels proble~n solving and reflection in personal 
hchavior and in dealing with day-to-day siLualioris. 
Recognizes and celeb~ates accomplishments, successes. 
Rmmins detached from the contcnl of prc~blcms and 
avoids "teaclling about ..." content or process during 
problem solving sessions. 

I Students, working independently and in groups: 

Search actively for and identify red1 proble~ns and 
cllallcnges for applying probie~n solving. 
Seek opportunities to serve as a client cir resource 
group membcr in problenl solving sessions. 
Accept ownership for personal tasks or challenges 
and fo\lo\v t11rougl-r wi\h approl~riaie nc\ions. 
Discuss or explain to otl~ers their successful CI'S 
applications, using appropriate vocabulary. 
Use time for independent or group problem solving 
sessions productively. 
Maintain records of activities and outcoines tor 
problem solving sessioi~s or projects. 
Create and share products based on problem solving 
activities, using appropriate and varied products, 
outlets, and audiences. 
Create, maintain, and share personal portfolios 
docui~ienting problem solving skills and 
accomplishments. 
Express curiosity and interest in learning and using 
new process tools. 
Celebrate successful outconles of CI'S projects. 
Take problem solvi11g tools outside sclrool, applying 
processes at homc or in other group settings. 
hit iates use of CPS for new tasks and begins 
efforts to be a facilitator for other groups. 
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GOALS 

Goais and Objectives for this Handbook 

Thi~ h a n d b k  offer5 you the oppo*miry to learn and use a number oi curricuium and 
instrudiond planning tools that contribute to g& teaching. As a result of you work in the 
h a n d h k ,  vou will be abie to: 

1. Understand the roles of sroductive thinkin3 2 knowiedge base (content, 
basic inionnation, then&, issues, concepts, principles, problems), stu- 
dent talent strengths, interests, a d  learning styles In curriculum and 
instruction; 

3. Design curridurn and instruction that incorporate a knowledge base, 
productive thinking, student talents and interests, anc learning styles; 

3. Plan,organiz, and conduct instruction usingindividualized, small group, 
and whole class instruction; - 

4. Evaluate student progress and achievement using both iests and authen- 
tic methods of asssment. 



These are very general goals, describing in broad terms what we hope you will be able to 
do. No singlebook, module, or training program can provideeverything that is important to know 
about the curriculum and instructional planning. In addition, every educator who reads this 
handbook may well be starting at a different point, in terms of present knowledge, current 
teaching style and activities, or personal and professional goals and interests. You will probably 
find this handbook helpful if you hoid several beliefs and personal goals, such as: 

A desire to make day to day instruction more effective for every student. 

Concern for helping your students be productive LM~ers. 

Desire to h e l ~  students become awue of, and build upon, their personal strengths, 
talents, sus&ed interests, and learning styles. 

... , . . . C3r&z-nc* in your a>luT tic: E ma$r;'_S;y {I' r;,,a.<-r s+&pni,-' rri->F~Fo a-,; D - -  0 --- 
learning more effective and more enjoyable. 

The goals we have declibed for this handbook are very important for educators at ail 
leveis, from kindergarten through college. Why? First, good planning benefits all students. Well- 
planned instruction gets students off to a good start, helps the students remember and use what 
they iearn, and is more enjoyable for both students and teachers. Second, good pianning helps 
teachers deal withindividual differences among students moreeffectively. Following the steps in 
this book will help you in dealingwith the characteristics and needs of individual students. Third, 
systematic planning will improve your ability to promote productive thinking. The process in this 
book emphasizes specific ways to use thinking processes that might otherwise be overlooked. 



Specific Objectives 

In order to achieve these goals, this book has 17 specific objectives. By reading the book, 
working through the suggested exercises, and applying these methods in your own setting, you 
should be able to: 

i. Describe four basic elements of a unit of instruction. 

2. Explain the curriculum guideposts and the instructional guideposts. 

3. Describe a content outline for a unit of instruction, in a curriculum area that 
is relevant to your own responsibiities and interests. 

4. Identify themes, issues, conceps, principles, and problems which should be 
incorporated into the content of a unit, and develop a concept web. 

5. Pian an original cor~tent outline for a unit of instruction; then, compare and 
evaluate the content outline in relation to curriculum standards for that 
domain or content area. 

6. Give examples of the six dimensions of the framework for productive 
+Anking, and examples of specific methods and tmls that can be used :o 
stimulate productive thinking among students. 

7 .  Use the productive thinking framework to identify and select specific p r o  
ductive thinicing sicills and tools to -use in the ~ a i t  of instruction. 

S. Combine your content outline with the productive thinkir.g skills and tools, 
and apply the cmicuium guideposts to create an instuctionai ?!a,vling 
matrix for a unit. 

9. Define, explain, and give examples of objectives and learning activities, and 
to 5isthgGsh kiween them and e ~ i a i n  their interreiations~p. 

!O Define and gredare . - examrJes of a~~ropr ia te  A .  and reasonable instiu,j,onzl . .  . .  
oo!emves, invoiving sever& producuve w n g  skids xt6 took icji iaL7 
topic in the matrix. 

11. Develop and xse appropriate and varied learniqg activities, foliowing the 
recommendations in the instructional guide~osts, ioi a c m i c u l ~ m  cr in- 
stncfional unit. 

12. &IOW and explain strategies for considering content c; tasks, iearnir.gstyles, 
and the students' prior experiences when piaming cimculum or inseuc- 
tional units. 

.- 
13. Know, explain, and gve exam?!~ of metaco,anitive skills and their i ~ p o r -  

tmce in deveiopirg prcductiye thinking. - 
14. Desciibe nine dimensions of a classroom context that encourages productive 

thinking, and explain ways to establish and maintain such an environment. 

15. Know many instructional resources and materials appropriate for students' 
characteristics (e.g., age, achievement levels, styles, talent strengths, special 



interests), and for the subject matter or content domain; know and apply 
criteriafor reviewing and evaluating curricuium and instructional materials. 

16. Create an original plan for organizing and presenting the unit as an efficient, 
enjoyable, learning experience with individualized instructional opportuni- 
ties that take into account students' varied talents, interests, and styles. 

17. Plan evaluation procedures for testing and documenting student achieve- 
ment of the uniCs objectives, and related cor.:epts or prinaples, using 
appropriate methods and resources (including tests, rating scales, student 
products, performance tasks, portfolios, or other forms of authentic assess- 
ment appropriate for the task and process skills in the unit). 

An Important Note About Time and Pace 

Ziziriing ,i new -unit of instruction is not someihing that can br star%& and nnisinea 
overnight! The planning process in this handbook is intended to be a long term process, that you 
can work on gmdunlly, over an extended period of time. We h o p  you will use it to begin working 
on an individualized unit that will coniinue to grow as you locate or aeate new ideas, activifiis, 
or resources.. . over a period of days, weeks, or even months. We hope also that you will develop 
several units which can be synthesized in a careful plan or scope and sequence for effective 
instmction throughout a semester or a school year. 



UNITS 

Ir~Ductional planning is an im?ortant concern at all levels oi the educational Yrocess, in a2 
subjeit areas, and with all age levels- from the early primary grades through the hignesr ievels 
of graauare irsrxtion. Many peopie share the responsibilitv ioi deasions about the content, 
organization, and deiivery or' effective insrmctional units: 

Textbooic writers State education agcqcy speciaiists 
Cumcuiurn designers or coordinators Curriculum writing committees 
Team leaders Curricdum specialists within a school 
Giftedltalented teachers Gifted program coordinators 
Spetal education teachers Classroom teachers 

Whether you are planning a single period of &tiu&on for one or more students, mak'ing 
a grade level plah for several classes, d<vioping a speaal progam, creating a curriculum for 2 
entire school dis&ict,or developing a syllabusor course of study for an even broader audience, you 
will be concerned with the q&con:A"How might this matkial !X designed and o r g d  as 
effectively as possiblz?" 

5 



Most educators have been planning instruction ever since their student teaching days. At 
some p i n t  in your preparationfor-teaching, or early in your teaching career, you probably learned 
(or, at ieast, were told) how to prepare a 'lesson plan." For some teachers, this was a major topic 
in a teaching methods cuurse ,>~e  for others it probably involved meeting requirements f ir  a 
weekly plan book, and for yet others, it may have been learned by trial and error, as a way of 
surviving the first few years of teaching. 

If your experience is like that of many educators with whom we've worked, your early 
instruction or experience in 'lesson planning' involved outlining the content to be covered, the 
activities to be used, questions to be asked, motivational strategies, evaluation methods, and 
probably some kind of culminating activity or project And, it is quite likely that you learned, as 
m a y  educators have been taught for years, that a "unit" is simply a collection of lesson plans 
organized around a certain content topic or theme. 

As you gained experience in teaching, however, many of you probably stopped doing the 
eiaborate witfen planning that you learned in those early days or years, for various reasons: 

Perhaps, as the content became more familiar, you began to spend less time 
writing out lesson plans, to 'be able to devote more tine to iook for or create new 
resources or activities; 

Perhaps you became concerned that excessive focus on details and very specific 
written plans might stifle curiosity and spntaneiry (the. s tudqh'  and your 
own!) in your classes; 

Perhaps, with the growing number of things that must be dealt with in the 
school's curriculum each year, you found it difficult to meet the ever- increasing 
demands on your time and energy for written unit plans. 



It may be helpful, then, for us to guide you in taking a fresh, new look at the whole subject 
of units and instructional planning. The approach that will be presented in this book is realistic (if 
challenging), practical, and useful in a number oi different ways. Examples of some of the ways 
various groups of educators have already used this approach are: 

Individual tea&ers have ~lanned specific units for students in their dasses; 

Groups of teachers have changed existing curricula and developed new curricula 
for s a c  grade levels, subject areas, and special programs; 

Instrustors and trainers have organized and conducted courses, workshops, and 
seminars oninsimctiondi planning, and in professional development programs on 
individualization and c u r r i d a  desigr.; 
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rids on interrelated themes or tcpics. 

What is a Unit of instruction? 

As we wili use the p'nrase in t h i s  book, a "unit of instruction" has iow general characteristics: 

1. Content Objectives. Irientiiv t??e ma!or.iearning outcomes for the students. 
2. ~roduc t ive~h ink in~  ~kills:Identif.i seveid thinking sicili for thestudents t o l e ~ n  and 

use, going beyond recognition and kcal l .  
3. LearnjngActivities.Identifyoneormore appropriatelearning activities for the students 

for each objective. 
4. Evaluation Procedures Speafy the procedures &at will be used to evaluate student 

progress for each objective. 



As we define it, then, a "unit of instruction" is a systematic plan thnt is crented to guide your 
teaching with indiuidunl students and c b m  groups. It is an orderly way to "map out" many and 
varied instructional options that you can use with your students. It is not a lesson plan in the 
familiar, traditionat sense, since it does not presaibe in a stepby-step sequence how you will 
actually teach the content of the unit. Instead, it may be helpful to think of a unit as your "master 
plan," to guide you in your decision-making as you organize the material or work with your 
students. 

A unit of instruction helps you p i a  more effectively- in any content area- for a wide 
range of alternative activities or exueriences from which you can draw for your students. Themit 
of instruaion can be used in mani ways. For exampie, units can be used as a way of: 

Planning dav-tcday teaching strategies for individual students or groups; 
Organizing self-directed learning packages or modules; 
Organizing learning stations, learning centers, or interest centers; 
l'l&rting for i?stru&on using contracts or learning agreements; 
Designing a content plan for a complete course or program; - - 
~rea-& plans for bdoks, media programs, or computer programs 
through which instructional cuntent is presented; 
Organizing record-keeping for students' progress and accompiishments. 

A unit of instruction is also based on several important prinaples that we refer to as 
curriculum guidepasts and instrucfionalguideposts CTreffinger & Feldhusen, 1996). These. two sets of 
principles are presented on the followingpages; we will discuss their applications in unit planning 
in greater detail later in the handbook Throughout the handbook, we will also include examples 
of eachof theimportantpartsof the unit of instruction. In addition, we will guide you in designing 
and organizing your own unih of instruction. 



Curriculum Guideposts 
for Productive Thinking 

1. Help students learn basic knowledge Ciormation, concepts, themes, etc.) at 
the highest or most advanced levels appropriate for their age, achievement 
leveis, and grade. 

2. Teachmethods for pro- 
ductive thinking. 

%-. ,=;c? - z3<~:2d5 52: 

searcl\, i n q y ,  ques- 
tion asking, and inde- 
pendent study. 

4. Teach methods for self 
direction and control of 
learning (metacogni- 
tion). 

5 .  %wide learrling expe- 
riences in cuiricuiar 
areas related to student 
talents, interests, and 
!pLT--.= S I V ~ ~ S .  

b 2 

6. Provide curriculum 
experiences (m or out 
of school) that reiate to 
red-'Efe experiences, 
careers, and applications. 

7 .  Teach methods for and encourage self appraisal and regection in learning. 
. . 

8. hdude issues, controversies, and problems that are imresolved, a m b i ~ o u s ,  
and indefinite. 

9. Orgaruze learning experiences so that students can recognize, create, and 
work with themes and patterns. 

9 



instructional Guideposts 
for Productive Thinking 

Offer a variety of instructional methods that allow different learning styles 
to be recognized and used. 

Encourage students to use self-replated, self-monitoring, and self-directed 
learning. 

Set high standards and ex~ectations for student performance, achievement, 
and products. 

Provide for active involvement of students in learning situations. 

Provide time and opportunities for student reflection about and discussion 
of their learning experiences. 

Use a variety of arrangements (whole class, small groups, and individual) 
and activiiies as appropriate for the objectives. 

Provide question-asking, research, inq-, and independent study oppor- 
-xities for students. 

Develop learning environments that provide both order and freedom and 
encourage productive thinking and leaiiing. 

Enoaue and & d e n m e  sbJde3hts 2i -prc5.Jc5e L7d ;t 
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the highest and most complex levels as their readiness emerges. 

Strive fo: student passion and engagement in the le2ming process. 

Provide opportunities for intrinsic and exhnsic motivation and for coop- 
eration, collaboration, and appropriate compe5tion in learning. 

Use a variety of media, resources, and technologies in teaching. 

Provide opportunities for students to use what they have previously 
- .  . l emed  in new situations. 

Provide leadership to respond to students' varied talents and interests. 



Suggested Activities 

1. -4s a self-check, review the content of this Chapter by listing and describing the four impor- 
tant components of a unit of instruction. 

2. Write your own summary, desaibing how our view of a "unit" differs most importantly 
from more traditional ways of describing "units of study." 

3. Review the Curriculum Guideposts and the Instructional Guideposts and make notes on 
how, and to what extent, you are already applying them in your teaching. 

4. Make a list of several topics or themes of particular interest to you, which rn i~ht  be devei- 
oped into units of instruction. 

5. What parts of an effective unit of instr~ction are the easiest for you to prepare? Whv? 

6. What parts of an effective un?t may be tke most difficult for you to prepare? Wny? 



CONTENT OUTLINE 

Cnce you d ~ i a e  to develop a new unit of instnction, or to revise existing matesals that 
you've used in the past, one of your Srst steps is to kg& +&&g a b u t  the content of that unit. 
Content refers to the general topics or subject matter that will be included in the plan (which we 
commoniy aescibe as "what will be covered" in the unit). 

Man?, teachers begin planning a new unit by asking the quesiion, 'What are some of the 
auestions o; to~ics n y  sadenh  should have an opportunitv to study dy ing  this unit?'' This is 
.d question that mncems the content goals for your unit. 

At the begmnhg of vour planning, then, you are probably not concerned with spelling out 
in detail all the facts, L&mation, or principles that your students will learn, but rather with 
identifymg thebroad topics, concepts, themes, or issues that you want to indude. These might be 
organized orlisted inanoutline format. This chapter will help you plan a content outline for a unit 
of instn~ction 



Why Make a Written Outline? 

Many teachers rely on doing instructional planning "in their heads" when they are 
developing or revising a unit. Still, there are several good reasons for writing out your plans. 
After you have actually completed all the steps in this book for a unit of your own, we hope these 
reasons will be dear to you. But, it may also be valuable to begin by sharing with you some of 
our reasons for beginning with a written content outline. 

The written outline will be.. . 
1. Valuable to you later in the planning process (such as planning learning 

outcomes and activities). 
2. Helpful in your efforts to coordinate the various parts of your .unit. 
3. Helpful in guiding your decisions about evaluating the appropriate- 

ness and relevance of the content of the unit. 
4. Vzi-ajle in y0.c efiorh ~e-isi h n ? - + z - +  r--. -.- +.-+-c 9n.J i:;::ac 

have not been overlooked. 
5. Usefulin your futureefforts toreview and classify new resources which 

might be included in revisions or expansions of the unit. 
6. Helpful in yo= consideration of ways to use the unit material with 

students, to organize your presentation of the unit, and to document 
students' products and accomplishments. 

Where Does the Content Outline Originate? 

Wher. you begin thinking a b u t  the content of your unit, there are a; least threeimportan: 
sou-ces of information: 

Your own imagination, ideas, and 
memory bank; 

Your studenh' characteristics, n&, and 
interests; 

Professional resources and published cur- 
ridurn maierials. 

We will consider each of these three sources 
briefly now, and in greater detail in the rest of 
this chapter and in the next chapter. 

Your own memory bank. M'hen you are 
planning anewunit oiinstruction, you should 
use your own meqory- a rich storehouse of 
useful ideas and activities. Through your experience in teaching, and your own knowledge of 
+he material in the unit, you have learned quite a bit about which subjects are most interesting 
to you, and which will also arouse the interest, "spark" the curiosity, and hold the attention of 
your studens. Thus, at the beginning of your thinking about the unit, take some time to list the 
general themes, topics, or issues that you will want to be certain to include. 



Your students' characteristics, needs, and in tersts. The content of a unit should also take into 
account the background, experience, needs, interests, and preferences of your students. The 
special abilities and talents of your students, and the unique learning characteristics of students 
who differ in ability, should also be considered when you are planning your unit. 

Professional resources and published curricu!um muterinls. One of the traditional sources of 
content for a unit of instruction is published material. Most teachers use books, iilms, fiimstrips, 
videos, computer programs, and other learning aids in the course of developing a unit of 
iuimction in their classroom. You are probably always on thelookout fornew ideas orrnateriais 
that will be .useful in your teac!ing. 

When you are deveioping your content outhe,  you should take advantage of any ideas 
that you can o~tain  from such sources as: 

Textjoo'~~ 
Supp1emen:q or enricksnent b d i  
F.~blicadons by pubic, private, or ser- 
~ l c e  organizako~s 
.Audievisuai rnaierids, teachers' guides 
Programmed insmctiond materials 
Learning modules or mini-courses 
C>-XOM programs or other interactive 
muiti-media resources 
Pubiisned learning center resources 
Materiai from general magazines for 
teachers (such as Instructor or Today's 
Education) or f r o m m o r e s ~ ~ d p u b  
lications (such as The Reading Teacher or 
The Mathematics Teacher) 
Local or state (or provinaal) curriculum 
g ~ d e s  or resource books 

Pubscations of professional 0rganiz.a- 
iions 
Currid&n resources from sped2 cr 
experimental pro)ects 
Ideas and materids from workshops or 
conferences 
Topia suggested by television, newspa- 
pers, or news magazines 
The Internet and the World Wide Web 
Magazines w~itten for membes of a gen- 
eral aitdience wio zre interested in a 
specific area (such as Nationa! Wildlife, 
National Geographic, or Ranger Rick) 
Colleagues or other people in your area 
who are willing to share their talents, 
experiences, and resources. 



How to Prepare h e  Content Outline 

There are at least two useful, practical ways to prepare a content outline, which you can use 
separately or together. These are concepf webbing and question clustering. Each of these is easy to 
learn and w, and will be illustrated next 

Concept Webbing. Concept webbing is one creative and often productive way of generat- 
ing and pulling together the general topics for a content outline for your unit of instruction. You 
can begin by selecting a broad concept, or a "chunk" of content or information you wish to teach. 
Broad concepts mightinclude,forexampie, any of the following: justice,love,change, philosophy, 
or competition. Sample chunks of content or information might be any of the following: chemical 
elements, the poetry of Wallace Stevens, the Plains Indians, simultaneous equations, election 
systems, or Impressionist Art 

Tie webbing process 'begins, its she-F. b. Fig21 3.1,5;. v..rihg e.2 r . a e  G: the biczd 
concept or content chunk in an oval in the center of a large space. Then, begin a ''brainstorming'' 
or "free association" process, through which you generate and extend the other first-, second-, and 
third-order cirdes. What major ideas come to mind, for example, when you think about a unit on 
the broad concept of family? What sub-topics then come to mind for each of those major ideas? 

Figure 3.1: 
The Starting Point for a Concept Web 

Figure 3.2 presents a sample of one such web that might be developed for the broad concept, 
Tamily." This web, like most wzbs for broad concepts, is dynamic, of course, and might be 
extended a great deal or developed quite differently by various people. 



F i  3 2  
Sample Concept Web for "Family" 



Question Clustering. This is an open-ended, flexible technique in which you use brain- 
storming tools to generate possible topics for the content outline, followed by a more aitical or 
convergent clustering or categorizing strategy to draw together themajor headings for the content 
outline. 

To use this approach, you begin by gathering all the ideas you can find from many sources. 
Consider ideas from all of the three source areas desaibed above: your knowledge and imagina- 
tion, your students' ideas and interests, and published resources to which you have access. &ed 
with these resources, the first step is to write down every idea that comes to mind. Don't worry 
about how broad or specific the id2as are, and don't try to judge whether each idea that hits you 
is really appropriiiteorusefd or not. Your goal is to make your list as exhaustive and wide-ranging 
as possible. It will be much easier to discard the ideas that turn out iater not to be useful than it is 
to try to remember a really unusual idea that wasn't written down. After several hours or days of 
other work, someunrecorded ideas will be permanently lost. A good suggestion is simply to cover 
a wail wi+. several iargepieceP of.>izni &iF17z?a* c-nq+~;:i.: 2:. :,.:>L& is ;A.--~-s *:.A.?. :he 

r-r -- -- --- 
that occur to you. 



If you seem to run out of ideas, here are some tips that might be helpful for you to try: 

Put the topic aside for awhile, but cany a small pocket notebook. You are likely 
to find that, as the incubation process begins to work, you'll think of a number 
of new ideas when you are quite far away from your charts. Write them down 
so they can be transferred to the master chart later. 

Try out the topic on someone else by asking, 'What questions might you want 
to ask about (-the topic-)?" Try this with your students; you will probably 
discover thatthey can generate many questionsandideas,even a'bout topics they 
have not formally studied. (Don't underestimate the extent of ideas siudents 
read or hear about in the everyday world.) You may also find that friends and 
assodates from outside school will give you helpfd ideas. People who are not 
"specialists" or " e ~ r t s "  in the topic may be quite helpful bv sup;p;esting -- 

- - .  . unusuai questions or originai direcdons iilat hau r~oi --t ej;~ji~i- ;<S;. ;ia;pii.: 
Hint: Do not "turn off" ideas ~%m others by saying "No, that wcn't work ... I 
don't like that one. ..," or "I've already got that one." Just make a note of all their 
ideas; you can sort them out later on your own. 

When you have generated a good collection of iaeas and questions, organize them into 
several general t o ~ i c  headings. Look for the groupings of questions and ideas which seem dearly 
to deal wifh a common topic or sub*. Note the ideas that seem to M o n g  together," and ask, 
'Wnat do these ideas all have in common?" Use your response to that question to name the 
ciusters. In this step, you are working towards collecting all the questions and iaeas (which might 
be compared in general to an "index," although disorganized; they're very specific entries) and 
reducing them into a smaller, more compact set of descriptors (which might be 'better compzred 
to a 'Table of Contents") that will serve as the bzsis for the content outline. The number oi 
categories you use does not make too much di4erence. As a rule of thumb, experience suggests 
&?at fewer than four or five categories is likely to indicate categories that are too broad (and wiU 
be cuinbersorne to work with later in theprocess), whereasmore thannine or tenmay 'be tos many, 

. . :.;zz?s=nc -.L :ha: ~ G E  are S", d e d i n ~  U<* vsry ~ e d f i c  it=.s (the index agin,  not the tabie oi 
contents). 

-. rmaily, arrange your shorter list oi major topics into a send~le, logical sequence. This wil! 
yleid a working content outline to use in the subsequent steps of planning the unit. Don't be too 
cuncernec with detailed subtopic; the "first level," broad headings %d! urobably be quite 
aiquate for the next steps. If you have more detailed sub-headings, they wih help you later to 
insuie that you haven't omitteh anything you really wanted to indude. Also, don't worry about 
whether or not you're absolutely certain the topics are in the "ri~nt'' sequence. You can always 
modify the seqJence later, if vou wish. Furthermore, thesequence m which you plan the unit does 
not mean tkar the activities must later be planned or taught in that quence,  since the unit plan 
is not the s q e  as a traditional lesson plan. . . 

h. exampie of a list of ideas and questions generated and then categorized using the 
question clustering techniques is shown in E~gure 3.3. The example deals with the topic, "Colonial 
America." Many of the ideas and questions in this list were generated by students in the four* 
grade, but the same topics might be addressed by students at any age or grade level. 



Figure 33: 
Sample Questions and Clusters for "Colonial America" 

1. Where wen the colonies? 
2. What work did the men ad women do? 
3. What kind of governman did the colonies have? 
4. How did the colonies bemme indewdent? 
5.What waepriceslike? 
6. What did the boys and @is do for fun? 
7. Why were the colonies established? 
8. What were their schools like? 
9. What w a e  then churches like? 
10. How were the colonies different from one another? 
i 1. Pmo were their leaders? 
12. Colonial cities-where did people live? 
13. What were their buses aud meets like? 
14. What did people eat in colonial times? 
15. Whue did people get their food? 
: 6. Did ;icy 20 fishing and hinting? 

X-> 

C 1,7,10,12,19, and 27 have to do with 
Identifying the Colonies 

{ 
3,4, 11,18, and 30 have to do with 
History, Government, & Politics 
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17. Did colonial people have many frimds? 1 Food, Clothing, & Housing 
18. Whar did tbeir flag look like? 
19. How many people lived in the colonies? 29,31,32,34, and 31 have to do with 
U). What kinds of farms did they have? Home Life 
21. Were then more rich people than poor people? 
2 2  HOW did they earn their living? 2,5,20,21,22, and 42 have to do with 
23. What kind of candy did they have? Economics 
M. What wu-e their different religious betiefs? 
25. How were their clothes different from ours? 8,33,35, and 36 have 10 do with 
26. What kinds of music did they hve?  sch00is 
27. Wnar was the weather like in the colonies? 
28. Wnat kind of houses did they live io? 6,16,17,26,38.39, and 43 have to do with 
29. How did they r a ~ e  a b&? Sports, Recreation & Social Life 
30. Did they have fire and police stations? 
3 l. What kinds of mls did they use? 9,24, and 37 have to do wirh 
32. How did the colonins decide where to iive? Religion and Beliefs 
33. Did they have &sirs like ours in schoal? 
:A. Did they have doorbells? 40 and 44 have ro do with 
35. w e  children @ed in school? Transportation and Communication 
X. Did ';l+? have ~ $ K S  and libraries? 
37. What holidays did they celebra~? 
38. Were b y  very g d  m sports? What spom? 
35. Did they have panics? 

. . 
W. Did they have cars and buses? 
41. Wbx did chil&m do after school? 
42. What kind of money did they use? 
13. What did the families do for recreation? 
44. How did they wmmtmicafe with each other, 

from one colony to another? i 
These questions 
ied to the 9 categories. 



A Working Draft of the Content Outline 

After you have generated a good list of topics and questions for your unit, using either the 
concept webbing or question clustering approaches, you will find it quite easy to develop a 
working draft of the content outline for your unit As examples, sample content outlines derived 
from a concept web on "Family appear in Figure 3.4, and for a Colonial America unit from Figure 
3.5. 

I. Membership 
A. Roles 
B. Kinship 
C. Children 
D. Adoption 

11. Needs 
A. Food 
B. Clothing 
C. Sxiakation 
D. secluity 
E. Shelter 

III. Problems 
A. Divorce 
B. Stress 
C. Abuse 
D. Illness 
E. Finances 
F. Substances 

N. Rituals and Celebrations 
A. Coming of Age 
B. Weddings 
C. Funerals 
D. Birthdays 
E. Anniversaries 
F. Religious Aciivities 

V. Heritage 
A. Places 
B. Names 
C. Genealogy . . 

Family 

Figure 3.4: 
"Family" Topic Outline 

Colonial America 

I !. Identi?.%~g the Colonies 1 

11. History, Government, & Politics 

l 

i III. Food, Clothing, & Housing 

1 N. Home Life 

I \Q. Sports, Recreation, & Social Life 

I VIE. Religion and Beliefs 
I 

I 1 DC Transportation di Communication 

Figure 3.5 
"Colonial America" Topic Outline 



Pradice Your Own Content Outline 

To conclude your work with this chapter, and before you continue studying the rest of this 
handbook, please spend some time working on the development of a content outline of your own. 
Choose a topic (a broad concept or a general "chunk" of content) which grows out of the broad 
scope and sequence of your school's curriculum for science, soda1 studies, language arts, math, 
or any other content area. Or, select a topic that you think wiU be valuable for you to work on and 
interesting both to you and your students. Follow the procedures and steps that were described 
lh this chapter to produce a working draft of your content outline. 

Don't expct to complete this in one sitting. The handbook is intended to be a resource tool 
with which you work over an extended period of time, not just something to sit down and read. 

You will learn more, and use these ideas more effec- 
tively in your own planning, if you work through the 
cv<~iSgs L7.Z i-AvixlC jl 13C? S?k3ntl- y-.th ~,n::r ,TT*?. 
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material. (By the way, working together with a partner 
or a team is a good idea.) 

As you begin your practice, ask, 'What will be 
my general topic?" Then, use blank paper or a chart to 
deveiop y o u  conce~t web or to try the question duster- 
ing method. Fmdl);, organize your iist or web into a 
working drdt of Cie content outiine. 

When you have completed your draft, look it 
ovz carefully. Check your organization. Would your 
major headings make good titles for the chapters of a 
book on the topic? is the sequence logic& and appeal- 
ing? 

Any outline can be changed each tirnevou exam- 
ine ii, oi course. idany iimes, you wiii find proauciive 
wavs to modify and q a n d  your unit after you have 
be&n working with a group of students. The 'content 
oiitiine is not " w e d  in granite." It is a flexible tool that 
you will be able to use as you continue your planning. 

You have now overcome the f i t  hurdle. You 
have identified the content or concept for a unit of 
instruction that will most likely reach beyond the im- 
mediate confimes of a specific textbook. You haveorga- 
n h d  the material in a way that will make much easier 
the next steps planning an e f f d v e  unit ~f instruc- 
tion. 



PRODUCTIVE THINKING 

0s fops  in the last clapter was on the conten: 3f your unit of instruction. Your content 
outline descri'bes the iopia iia: you -c: seadents to s ady  and learn during the unit. This 
contenr is a very important ?art ;f any ?unit. 

When you were developing you; outline for a contat area (such as "Colonial America") 
or for a concept or theme (sucll as ''The Family") in chapter +he, vou may have thought, "These 
broad topics are rather vague. Wnat exactly wiii t!!e uAt cover? What exacdy will students learn 
a.mut colonial America, or aboct the famiiy?" Tnese are good questions! General decisions about 
what topics to "cover" a,-e nct suffiaen: .for good instructio~a! planning. As a teacher, or a 
curricui&n writer or planner, vou must also consider more specifically what the instruction will 
include. For exampi;?, in the outline on Coionial America, section M deals with "Spors, 
Recreation, and S d  Life." Should this section cover information about what kinds of spors or 
recreational activities existed, in which colonies they were found, and what might be unique or 
unusual about them? Or should students be able to compare the various recreational and soaal 
activities in co io~a i  times with those of other places at that time, or with our present day activities? 



Should we expect that students will be able to explain why different activities might have been 
preferred in certain colonies, or the implications of their soaal activities for other aspects of 
colonial life? To be sure, there might be quite a number of specific directions to pursue as the unit 
plan takes shape. Your expectations might indude outcomes for the students to learn and 
remember, but a number of other, more complex kinds of intellectual outcomes may also be 
incorporated into your plan. 

fn addition to content (the whut of student learning and achievement) we also need to be 
concerned with students' thinldng skills or mental processes (the huw in learning). Thinking is a 
very important concern in modem education, since today we have a much richer, fuller under- 
standing than ever before of the powerful computer inside the human head. Treffinger (1988) 
suggest& that good educators hake learned that hardware is not very useful until gooisoftware 
is available to put in it. Thinking skills ~rovide that software for the mind. We also know that huee 
amounts of niemory storage L e  no;very helpful unless that memory can be organized $;d 
ranaged well. Similarlv, student learning will not be 2s effective as i: could be F WP emphasize 
only rememberinginfo&ation. In people, as in our computers, lots of memory is a n  asset, but only 
when there are also more complex or higher level programs or took to enable that memory to be 
used effectively. Treffinger, Feldhusen, and Isaksen (1992, 1996) used the term productive 
thinking to refer to four important dimensions of higher level thinking: 

Creative thinking 
Critical thinking 
Problem solving 
Decision making. 

They aisoemphasizethat these 
iour dimensions of productive 
thinking build on a founda- 
tior. that includes: a rich 
knowledge base; personal 
characteristics and styles; 
metacognitive skills; and, a. 
effective climate or environ- 
ment for learning. 

IrL this chapter, we are focus- 
ing on the skills and tools that 
make up productive thinking, 
since these will alsobe impor- 
tant parts of your unit I;lan. 
Wewill help youdesignaunit 
of instruction in which all stu- 
dents will have opportunities 
to learn and apply productive 
thinking, while also learning 
appropriate content. This 
point is very important to 
emphasize because a fre- 



quently-heard concern among teachers is that they do not have time to deal with thinking skills 
along with everything else they are responsible for teaching. With inaeasing pressures m cover 
more and more content, they say, there just is not sufiiaent opportunity to deal specifically with 
t h i i g  s m .  

The new constructivist movement in education teaches us that students learn content or 
subject matter belter when they have to think about it, solve problems in it, evaluate or judge it- 
and then make it a part of their own personal "bank" of ideas and information. Without such 
constructive activity,studenksirnply try to memorize content,andlose theinformation soon after 
the test or the end of the lesson. 

Defining Productive Thinking 

The subject of thinking skills and tools has become quite fashionable in recent years, with 
z :a5:,e?: 3i n w  jzumal articles, books, and progiarns qpetring re;darlv. While a few writers 
treat this as a really new or innovative concern- a real "discovery" & the North American 
educational scene- it can easily be demonstrated that systematic concern for teaching thinicing 
has been apparent for more than three decades of educational theory and research. Whether it is 
a new or old concern, the renewal of interest in thinking skills is an important Oirection in modern 
education. Many different models and approaches each all our attention to the impoitmce of 
thinking Clat goes beyond memorization and recall. 

Tne variety of different W g  skills models and program can be confusing to teachers 
as they attempt todeade which approach w a b e  most suitable or appropriate for their needs and 

; aicumstances. 4 comprehensive listing of every model or p~bbhed program is not possible in 
i the limited space of t h  chapter. Many contemporary models and programs have been described 
i 
I by Cos:a (l99!), in a usefui anthology &?titled, Deneioping minds: a sourcebwk,for tacning thinking. 
i A nmbsr j i  published resources fo; teaching productive thinking have also been described and 

reviewed by Feldhusen and Treffinger (1985) in Crenfive Thinking and Problm Solving in Gifted 
Educatior!. and$ ?reffinger, cross, ~ddhusen, ~saksen, ~emle,  and Sortore (1993) in the ~roduttiue 
Thinking iiandbwk, Volume I. 



Treffinger, Feldhusen, and Isaksen (1996) presented guidelines and criteria which can be used in 
selecting or developing resources for teaching productive thinking. These included: 

Is there a sound theoretical foundation? 
Is there effective balance between ease of use and need for training? 
Is the program responsive to individual differences? 
Does the program provide for curriculum relevance and curriculum 
"stretching?" (That is, can it be applied in curriculum areas? Does it 
also suggest new directions for curriculum development or extension?) 
Is the program based on sound prinaples of instructional design? 
Does the program guide decisions regarding structure, scope, and sequence? 
Does the program draw methods and techniques effectively from a variety 
of models or approaches? 
Are exercises and activities appropriate for many sodal and cultural groups? . .  . - . 

e fir progrz: prov:ce tor tqe ce:rd~por:t cf . -L~:~r_?~;+;~~n cLi l?c7  0----- ---. 
Are dear, practical examples provided and appropriate applications suggested? 
Does the program respond to student interests and motivations? - - 
Does the program for active involvement and experiential learning? 
Is the program accompanied by (or supported by) appropriate assessment 
and evaluation resources? 
B the program suppox?ed by research and evaiuation evidence of its impact or 
effectiveness? 
Is the program present& in an attractive and useful format? 

Applying these a-itoa-ia will help you make good decisions about whi& *&ng skills 
models or methods may bemos:appropria:e and effective ir, your own teaching. There is no singie 
"be& model for everyone io follow to help all students become bette- thinkers, nor m.y one 
program tnat "fits" the approach to unit design presented in this model. We believe that th~s 
approach to unit devei~~ment  for producti-ge thinking can be used harmoniously in conjunction 
with any of thema!or approaches to de f f zg  and iosteringprductive thinking. We nave created 
a general f r a m ~ o i k  that can be used effectiveiv . to a i d e  - teachers as thev incorporate productive . 
L\;=~~+,.,?;-+,, z,.- ;+-L;,. h,-:-.. --:- 2 ---- -- ,., -.., ...U.UA A. S.. UCYVIL. .. U I C W U L ~  i j  p r e s ~ ~ r c i  in Figure 4.1. 

Examining the Framework 

The framewofk for productive fninkinginstrdction induaes tk~ee dimensions of skills and 
imls, in the center circleof the figure. These are: foundafions, renlbtic tasks, and radopportunitisand 
ckiienges. We arranged these in a circular presentation to indicate that they are not hierarchicai 
or sequential. We used a dashed line to separate the three dimensions to emphasize that they are 
not rigidly separated or isolated categories. We will discuss each of these three dimensions in 
creater detail in this ohapter, since they will be impoeant elements during the initial stages of unit 
9 
aesign or planning. The circle in the figure is surropded by thee cc-ncentric squares: pmnai  
chracte?istiis (cognitiveandaffective, metacognition. and ~onte=t.~~hesedimensions of the fiamework 
are important factors in individualizing and teaching a unit of instruction. They will be discussed 
in chapter 8. 
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Skills and Tools for Productive Thinking: Three Dimensions 

What are theThee important dimensions of productive t h i i g  that should be considered 
in curriculum development or in designing units of instruction? %%at specific skills and tools 
might be included in each of these dimensions? 

1. Foundations. The foundations dimension includes: knowledge, or rich, well-organized, 
and readily-accessible information; specific tools for generating options or possibilities and for 
focusing the options that are generated; methodological tools for research or inquiry; and, tools 
and skills for productivity in eqress- 
ing or presenting the results of one's 
thinking. 

Knewledgc. Knowled~e in- 
voives inionnation, cieiinidons, data, 
ideas, concepts, beliefs, or theories. 
Someknowledge comes to us as facts 
or information to be received or re- 
membered. Knowiedge can be as 
simple as &e fact that Miami is a city 
in the state of Rorida, or that George 
Washington was t?efirstPresidentof 
the United States. We read, see, or 
hearicnow~ed~e as;~onnztion.  ore 
complex thinking draws upon, or 
builds up, wnat we know anand re- 
member. 

Toois for GenerafLtgOptions. 
The fcundation for ~roduciive L*- 
i 3 ~  & k.x-s:~.es hou"&ng &-,L -&SLg \ 

severa! tools for generating opdo~s. 
-b. "option" is an idea or mssibiiity 
that we construct in our &d. 'I here 
are nm.y +he5 when it is important for people to tt& of many . possibilties, - or t2 imk a: 2 task 
or a problem in a difierent way or h o l a  different~int of view, or to 'be able to cone :p with new 
or unusual possibilities. Peopleaisohave tobe able to take a basic idea and expand onit,ada details ' 
to it, or make it a more complete and interesting possibi!ity. Tools are detlces we m deliberately , 
to get a job done; there are ''tml.5 for the mind" that help people to generate %any, varied, or 
unusud ideas a?d psibilities. The tools for generating options are often associated with : 
''aeative thinking." 

Took forTomsing Options. ?he word "focus" can help you to understand the purpose and 
importance of these tools. Eave you ever taken a picture, and discovered later that the camera 
wasn't focused properly? If so, recall how the image looked: blurry, not dear, prhaps not 
recognizable at all. The foundation for productive thinking also invoives knowing how to use 
some mental tools that will heip students be sure that their ideas are in dear, sharp focus. These 



took help people to organize, analyze, refine, strengthen, evaluate, judge, or choose among the 
ideas or possibilities they have generated. These tools are often associated with "aitical thinking." 

Research and inquity Tools. In preparing for productive thinkincr, students can also learn 
how to conduct research or hquiry, individuallfor& goups.  his part o h e  foundation includes 
took for stating a question or problem for research, collecting data, organizing and analjrdng data, 
and presenting the results of an analysis. 

Expression and Productivity Tools. Students can also learn to use a variety of tools and 
skills to express their ideas, such as making oral presentations, conducting a discussion, or 
debating, and productivity tools, such as using computers, audio-visual equipment, scientific 
instruments, or other technical equipment s p d c  to certain subject areas. 

2. Realistic Tasks This dimension of Figure 4.1 builds on the foundation skills, and 
involves helping students toextend, a~ulv, A or use what they have learned about any topicin new 
siruan'ons. We & &,is L;n,a&oI, * l ' ; - . - ::-  ,c-bf ' sh-,ce ic &&-, L &ppi;ez i&- 

challenges that are designed and presented by the teacher, controlled or managed to fit the time 
and resources available. Realistic tasks are exercises or activities that are interesting and plausible, 
but are not as open-ended or unpredictable as real-life challenges. For example, watching amovie 
in which someone is flying an airplane mi$t be a rather artifiaal experience, compared to really 
going uu and fiying a real plane. Practicing in a flight simulator (or using a good multi-media or 
"&reality" computer flight programj would be realistic; it is more engaging and plausible 
t h  just watching the movie, but also more easily managed and controlled, and quite a bit safe-, 
than the "real thing." Soiving story problems about money in a workbook might be quite artifidal. 
Using  lay money to operate a "pretend" store in the classroom would be more realistic, and 
involv&~~ the s t u h t s  in actually setting up and operating a store at school might. -e p resent a red- 
rife e p i e n c e .  Flwpeences with redistic tasks heip students put their own knowledge or 
mmpeiace to the test in an authentic way, build coniidence, and heighten their motivation and 
invoivement in learning. 

Appiications and Extensions of learning. Thsse include usag case sr~dies, games, ro;e 
p!aving, or sinulati,on nate5als to give s?ddenh oppo*~.nitles to apply knowidge. information, 

or procedural sicius they nave iearneci. TNS 
level can aiso include laboratory exerases, 
competitive or cooperative tezm games, oi 
other similar activities b. which students "try 
out" something they have learned pievio.xsly 
in a new or unfamiliar situation. 

Practi&gg Probkm Solning. When stu- 
dents have iearned specific tools or methods 
for aeative or critical thinking, problem solv- 
ing. and deasion making, it is helpful to give 
them somesamplesituations or practiceprob- 
lerns for applying those skills. These experi- 
ences enable the students to use a deliberate, 
structured problem solving method to deal 



with a hypothetical problem or situation posed by the teacher. These often involve everyday life 
problems, but they can also be related to content. For example, in reading a story, you might stop 
when the main character encounters a problem. Have the students work in groups, using the 
problem solving tools they have learned, to define the problem and develop solutions as if they 
were the character. Then, they can read on and compare their solutions to the action taken by the 
character in the story. 

Making Choices and Decisions. This set of realistic tasks involves giving students hypo- 
thetical situations or possible courses of action, and asking them m evaluate the possible actions 
or responses they might take, and the results or consequences of those choices. 

3. Real World Opportunities and Challenges. This dimension of Figure 4.1 involves 
learning that takes place in real life, in which students actually carry out their plans or decisions 
and assume responsl&iiity for the results and conseauences of those actions. 

Problem Soloing. Real-life problem solving occurs when students identify and work on a 
problem that they areactually facing-in thedassroom,in theschoo1,onthe playground, at home, 
or in the community- carrying their efforts through to a solution and a plan of action that they 
will actually implement. 

Inventing. This involves asking students to idenufy a need or an opportunity for a new 
product or sen",ce, and thm. to devise and produce a prototype or model of an invention that 
responds to the need. The sfudents often partidpate in a fair or hvention Convention, in which 
their ideas'and inventions are inspected and judged, and in which they can present or explain the 
task they worked on and the product they developed. 

Independent Projects. Tnese can indude individual or small group projects in which the 
students select an area or mpic, identify their own p:oblem or challenge to work on within that 
topic, gather data, organize and analyze their data, and prepare a report or presentation on their 
results. It can indude work done (by the students) for saence fairs or other contests and 
competitions, independent study projects, or interest-br?sed activity groups or clubs. 

Practice Activity 

Using the material you developed at the end of Chapter Three, thirk about the 
productive thinking skills and tools from Figure 4.1 that you will incorporate into your unit of 
instruction. Examine the three dimensions in the cirde in Figure 4.1, and the tools and skills 
described in this chapters. Which skills and tools are already famiiiar to. you? How might you 
incorporate them into your content plan for the uni t? Do you need to learn more about some of the 
other productive thinking tools and skills so that you will be able to use them in your unit, too? 
Which ones? 



PLANNING MATRIX 

You should now have a content or concept outline with the topics you wish to include in 
your unit plan. You have reviewed the importance of productive thinking for instructional 
planning, and you are familiar with several productive thinking tools and skills that will be 
included in your unit. Your new challenge for this Chapter wiil be, "How might I put these 
together, to design and organize my instructional plan effectively?" 

One good way to deal with this challenge is to use a matrix, plaang the majar headings-of 
your content outline along one dimension, and listing the important productive thinking dimen- 
sions along the other dimension, as shown in Figure 5-1. This will help you analyze each part of 
your content outline witheacl~of the productive thinking dimensions you plan toindude. Aneasy 
way to begin making the matrix is to use a sheet of newsprint or other oversize ulain paper. Then 
!follow these steps: 
i 



Foundation for planning: 

1. Enter each of the major headings of your content outline at the left side (i.e., in 

levels (See Figure 5.2). 

2. Next, enter the lis t of thdcing processes horizontally across the top of the page, 
begnning in the second column of the sheet (Use the productive thinking 
skills and tools you have selected.) 

3. Complete the horizantal and vertical lines to mark off each b a x  or cell of the 
matrix. 

4. Next, examine carefully each cell in the matrix. &gin with the first content 
topic and then checking each thinking process for that topic. Ask yourself, ,; 
"Can this productive thinking skill or tool be applied in this content area to 3 .:-l 
describe some important learning for my students?" 

5.  Of course, not topic will necessarily be combined with may thinking ( 4  
, 

tool. However, by checking all possibilities, you willbe certain to make these : 

decisions deliberately and thoughtfully, not just accidentally. < ; 

6. Now you have a matrix that gives you an outline for planning your unit. I t  "9 
5 takes into account both the content of the unit and the student's productive 

thinking skills and tools. 
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You have also begun considering some other important questions about using your unit 
Not every student will necessarily complete all the learning in any d these topics. The matrix is 
your "Master Plan" for the whole unit; it will ,@de you later in making decisions for guiding 
individual student learning. Several important concerns regaiding individualizing and deliver- 
ing your unit will be discussed in chapter 8. 

As you continue to work through the unit planning process, you can use the matrix you've 
just completed for several diiferent purposes. In the following chapters, you will !earn to use the 
matrix to help you org- the objectives for each topic (chapter 6),  the learning activities for each 
objective (chapter 7)' and y o u  record-keeping and student evaluation procedures (chapter 9). 

Suggested Activity 

Create a planning matrix for a content or concept outline, using the prodwtive thinking 
skills and tools vou have selected. Then,identifvone or more additional productive thinking tools 
that you had not previously considered, and make some notes about how you might le-more 
about those tools and incorporate them into the unit in the future. What new questions, ideas, or 
themes might be considered if you were to extend or expand this unit in the future? 



OBJECTIVES 

There's something very strange about the subject of instructional objectives. Almost every 
teacher who has been trained in the last two dec~des or so has taken at least onecourse - or probabiy 
several - in which writing objectizes was discussed. Many books have been written about how to 
write objectives. A great deal of research has been done on the effectiveness of explicitly-stated 
objectives, Pressures for accountability stress tie need to define precisely what is le~rned in 
school. But, despite all this concern, very few teachers actually spend much time writing 
instructional objectives, and many teachers believe that written objectives u e  nct necessary or 
useful in teaching. 

There n a y  be many reasons for this paradox. Written planning requires -time that is not 
available to many teachers. Some courses fail to help teachers learn how to :vrite cbjecti~es for 
more complex, important kinds of learning. Writing objedves is often carried out in isolation, 
rather than as an integral part of the process of instructional planning. Some approaches to writkg 
objectives emphasize such great detaiI that the products mav seem trivial or excessively wordy. 



Characteristics of Useful Objectives 

We can summarii several characteristics of useful objectives in this way: 
1. A useful objective gives a dear statement of the important learning that should 

occur as a result of instruction. 
2. The learning outcome describes student behavior as eqlicitly as possible. 
3. A useful objective avoids language that is open to many interpretations (such as 

to understand, to appreciate, or to "really" appreciate). 
4. A useful obiwtive emphasizes what is important for the student to learn rather 

than the fencher's behavior. 
5. A useful objective states the kinds of observable pejorrnance or product that will 

show that the student has mastered the objedvs. 

Using Objectives in Planning Your Unit 

In chapter 5, we described procedures for creating a matrix to guide y o u  efforts as you plan 
a unit of instruction. This matrix helps you analyze the way your content topics can be combined 
withimportant productive thinking skills and tools. But, at this point, thematrix has cells (specific 
combinations of a topic and a certain thinking skill) that look quite empty. 

For several cells (but not necessarily for mery ceil), consider the possibility that the 
c~mbination it represents is something that will be important something worth the studenfs 
rime and effort to learn. What is that "something?" in a farmal way of speakina that key question 
asks you tospecify your insfructional objectives, the lea~nix~acfivi t i& you-might&e to he6  &dents 
attain thoseobjectives, and theevatuation or documenfaf ion procedures that will enable you to know 
ha t  the instru&ion was successful and that the objective &as reached. What you urd do, then, is 
to 'lift out" each cell in the matrix, one at a time. Decide 
whether it can be combined with m adjacent cell to 
aeate a worthwhile learning experience. While you 
don't want a few objectives that will be so broad that 
&hey are unclear and confusing, you also want to avoid 
having so many small obyxtives that they all begin to 
seem trivial or isolated and fragmented. When you instructional 
determine that you have ameaningful cel, instead of a 
two-dimensional square, it will emerge as a cube, as 
s n o w  in Figure 6.1. 

For each cell in the matrix, then, a similar cube 
night be created (at least, the possibility exists for a 
cube for every cell). Working within the cube provides 
the cornerstone of the planning process. To be useful in 
teaching, objectives should be broad enough toencom- 
pass a worthwhile and meaningful learning experi- 
ence and activities. The objective states the topic to be 
studied, the p;oductive thinking process or skill to be 
used, and the product or outcome to be evaluated. 

6.1 
The "Planning Cube" 



Instructional Objective. This tells the important learning outcome for the particular 
combination of content and productive thinking skill or tool. 

*LeamingAstivities. They describe what the students will do to reach the objedves. 

*EvaluationProcedures.They specify theevidence youobtain to assess and document 
the student's performance, or to verify that the student has attained the objective successfully. 
Here are some examples: 

"In their sbdy  of colonial government, students will analyze the political structure af 
at least one colony, demonstrating the lines of authority in that colony." 

"In their study of enzymes, students will locate information about the value of enzymes 
in human nutrition, and summarize their findings." 

"In their study of Gullivefs Travels, students will create a short modem version of the 
story, in which they incorporate at least three contemporary political trends or issues." 

"In their study of money and the economic system, students will generate a list of at 
least five different economic problems that might relate to shopping malls, and they will 
identify possible solutions for at least one of those problems." 

The three parts of an objective are closely interrelated, of course. Begi with the content 
and the productive thinking skill or tml that is speafied for the cell witlr. which you are working. 
The product or outcome identifies the expected performance or result clearly. Including t h e  
parts will help you to select or construct learning ncfivities that will help students reach the 
objectives. We will work on learning activities in the next chapter. The evaluation procedure 
documents the learner's successful work (learning, or achievement of the objectives). Evalua- 
tionwillbe the topicof chapter9. As YOU proceed through this handbook, subsequent chapters 
will help you design learning activities and evaluate the outcomes. But, in this chapter, our 
task is to consider just the first, basic step: completing the matrix with objedives that take into 
account both content and productioe thinking. 

Writing Objectives for the Productive Thinking Dimensions 

It is easy to assess whether an objective is relevant for the content topic that has been 
selected. If you are working on the topic, "Identifying the Colonies," for example, the objective 
must have something to do with that subject. It probably deals with listing, naming, locating, 
or describing the colonies. An objective dealing with life and experiences of young people in 
colonial schools, or with the political process of governing the colonies wouldn't fit in this 
topic, even though it might be relevant and useful in another topic elsewhere in the unit. It is 
not always as easy to insure that your objective fits with the productive thinking dimension in 
the matrix. Keep in mind .:he kinds cf learning that are izvolved in each-of the productive 
thinking dimensions. If you aren't clear in your own mind about what kind of student 
behavior might represent each of the productive thinking dimensions, review chapter 4. The 
mainemphasisof each of the three basic dimensionsof our framework for productive thinking 
instruction is summarized in Table 6.1. 



This dimension of our 
framework for productive 

( thinking instruction: 

Foundations 

Knowledge 

Generating Tools 

Focusing Tools 

I Research and Inquiry Tools l 
l 

Expression and Productivity Tools 

I Realistic Tasks 

I Application and Extension 

Practicing Problem Solving 

Making Choices and Dedsions 

Real Opportunities and Challenges 

?roblem Solving 

1 Independent F'rojects 

! 

Emphasizes: 

The information students need. 

Produang many, varied, or unusual ideas. 

Anaiyzing, refining, organizing, developing, 
evaluating, judging, or choosing ideas 

Defining a problem, collecting data, 
organizing and analyzing the data, and 
presenting results. 

Using equipment and materials to support 
your thinking, and being zible ta present 
results or ideas. 

Using what you have learned in new or 
different situations or tasks 

Applying problem solving methods to 
sample or hypothetical problems 

Using criteria to choose or decide and 
justifying your conclusions. 

Working on problems and carrying out 
the solution or action plan 

Defining a topic or area of interest, pur- 
suing it in-depth, and completi-ng a report, 
project, or presentation. 



LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

A well-planned instrudonal unit provides many different alternatives for student learn- 
ing. As we emphasized in the previous chapters, two important a sp& of instructional planning 
are for students to have opportunities to use and develop different thinking skills, and for them 
to partiapate in instruction for which there are clearly-defined objectives. 

But "objzcfives for different thinking processes" tells only part of the story. Providing many 
alternatives for learning also requirs that students have spportunities to engage in a variety of 
different learning activities. A learning activity is anything done by a student --or a group of 
students - to enable them to meet an objective; it is what the students actually do. As you can see, 
then, variety in thinking processes and zpariety of learning activities are closely related. 



You probably noticed, when you were writingobjectivesfor your matrix, that objectiv 
different thinking processes involved different kinds of activity or behavior by the students. 
objectives lead you naturally to the next step in t5e planning process: developing le 
aaivities for each of the objectives in your matrix. There are two important thing to keep in 
as we begin this step: 

1. Your students bring with them to the classroom experience, maturity, skiils and =bili 
m.d different learning styles. Therefore, your unit can beeffectively individuaiized if you canpl 
several different activities for reaching a speafic objective. 

2. Objectives planned for different thinking skills will also invoive a variety of 
activities; some activities are particularly well-suited for developing certain thinicing p 

Many Activities for Each Objective 

Educators have talked for years about the importance of "recognizing individual differ-. 
~nces." Individualized instructional planning helps teachers to take such t* very seri 
t~ accomplish that goai realistically. Let's look a: an example of how you can take 
difermces into account by planning many activities for the objectives in your ma&. 
a knoz!edge o b w v e  for the to?ic, ‘identifying the Colonies." One simple ex 
'Mer stxdying thecoionies, thestudentwfilbe ableto name and identify the 13 

Wnat might you nave you  students do to meet this objective? If they haven't yet learned 
13 name and idzntify Fie 13 original colonies, what kinds of tasks or activities would enable them 
ro do so? For example, yox might pass out copies of a map, showing the locations a d  giving the 
names of the colonies for your students t o w  in memorizing that information. As you design a 
, d t ,  it willbe a @idea to try to iistmore than one possible activity for each objectiv~ since there 
3 5  many possib!e ways that axy objeciive can ke taught and lean&. 

in addition to the map activity, you could proceed in several other ways. Keep in r i n d  *at, 
since this is a Knouledgeob;jxiive, we areconcerned with the studenfs knowing and remembe*.g 1 
4 e  naines and iocations of the 13 original colonies. How e!se codd we accomplish this? In the 1 
iddowing spaces, write down aileast threenore Ignmingractiuities to help y o u  students (individu- 
d ly  or in gro:~.~si remember the names and !mations of the i3 original colonies. 



Remember that for each objective you might have several activities which are alternatives 
for students to carry out in mastering or achieving the objective. Here is an illustration from the 
"Realistic Tasks" dimension of productive thinking and the content area of family needs; it 
involves comparing and contrasting ideas. 

Objective: The student will be able to contrast and compare different types of family needs. 
Activities: Compare the financial situation of an inr.er aty family and a wealthy suburban 

family. (Or) 
Compare the food and c1oothing needs of American and Mexican children. 

Here are ten other possible leamhg activities for our knowledge objective on 
naming and identifying th2 13 original colonies; compare these to your responses on the 
previous page: 

View a film or filmstrip 
Listen to a taped presentation 
Work a puzzle, with p i e  representing the 13 colonies 
Develop a complete, labeled map from an outline map 
Complete a aossword puzzle on colony names 
Work on a bulletin board matching names and locations 
Use flash cards with students working in pairs 
Use the "team learning" or "circle of knowledge" strategies described 
by Dunn and Cunn (1978) 
Use a gane to teach and practice the names of the colonies. 

Keep in mind that 'As objective onkrequires that we he!p students remember the names and 
locations of the 13 colonies. Activities for other, more cow.ulex obiectives come later! m s  exerase 
should he!p you to recognize that many diffeient Ends df l d n g  activities can be planned for 
any of your objectives. It should also remind you of the imoortance of providing alternatives for 
students to use in achieving any objective. 

Important No+Distinguishing Objectives from Activities 

Keeping straight in your mind 5 e  important difference between Objectives a d  -Learning 
Activities can be complex- but it is imuortant. 

Objectives: Learning Activifiis: 
State the goal or mapr purpose Describe the means or methods for reaching 
that you hope to accomplish. the objective. 
Tell What you hcpe the students Tell How the students will learn that! 
will-how or bc? able to do a s  a . 

result of the instruction. 
Example: Know the location of the Example: Label the 13 colonies on a blank map. 
original 13 colonies. 



Different Activities For Each Productive Thinking Dimension 

The second important thing we stressed at the begi'ming of thischapter was that different 
Ieaiining activities canbe used toassist you in fostering productive thinking by your students. This 
is easy to see when we consider some extreme examples. if you are concerned with developing 
creative thinking skills, for example, reviewing flash cards or copying and memorizing a list of 
definitions would not be appropriate learning activities. By the same token, a very open-ended 
"brainstorming" session would not be a very eifective way to teach students how to spell a 
vocabulary word correctly. In this chapter, we will explore some of the kinds of lezrning activities 
that would be appropriate to consider for each of the three dimensions of productive thinking 
(foundations, realistic tasks, and real life opportunities and challenges). 

Learning Activities for the Foundafions Dimension 

The founktions dimension represents the knowledge and information that st-udenk need 
and ihe thinking and working tools that wil! also help them to work successfully on realistic or red 
iiie tasks and challenges. Table 7.1 presents a list of several examples of appropriate learning 
activities that can be used effectively in this dimersion. 

Learning Activities for Information and Knowledge Base 

Many well-known aixd widely-used learning activities are effective in helping pupils 
acquire, organize, and unders'md information and build their knowledge base in any content 
area. Some of t h e  learning activities include well-planned lectures or presentations, question- 
and-answer sessions, recitations, and workbook activities reauiring children to read and then 
answer questions regarding ihe content Since this part of thLfound'ation stresses the studenf S 

ability to remember and understand inforination or procedures, activities that provide opportuniti2s 
for review and practice are often useful. ~ames-and puzzles in which students eari or 
advance to a ooal by answering simple questions or performing tasks correctly can be used to 

Q 

->rovide pradce and maintain student interest or motivation. Answering thought questions 
fosters understanding. Programmed iiitructional materials, interactive multi-media programs, 
Dr computer-assisted instructional programs may also be useful, and many good programs are 
available. Some of these may be too slow-paced for bright, active learners, however, and may 
=come "dull" or uninteresting if they do not allow for flexible use or choices for students. 
Zomputers can often be used to heip make it possible for students to make rapid progress or skip 
over material they already know well. Information searches, which may take many for& 
(including the common "scavenger hunt" approach, where each student has a list of facts or 
information to seek) can also be usxi effectively. 

Keep in mind these prii~aples when working with knowledge and information activities: 

I. Organize the material to be learned into meaningful units or segments; 
2. Provide for frequent review and "breaks" to change the pace after difficult 

lessons; . . 
3. Use dear illustrations or examples that are within the student's experience to 

improve recall and understanding; 
4. Use mnemonic devices or "memory aids" to help students remember groups of 

facts. You can also encourage the students to create their own memory aids! 
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Cer~erating Tools Research and 

I'anicipating in question Brainstorming; opcn- Observing carehllly 1 ming and practicing Doing data organization 
and answer sessions ended questions or tasks; library research skills and and presentation activities 

hrainstorrning variations Making inferences search tools 
Using listening skills 

Responding to "What if ..." Reaching logical Posing or constructing 
or "J~rst suppose ..." conch~sions and making research questions or 

Using comp~rtcr-assisted d~uluctions 
instruction, computer 
games to practice skills 

research questions; 
Working on board games, "Ladder of Abstraction" 
team games, or puzzles Identifying paradoxes or Classification of objects or 

p~ur l ing  questions making clusters of ideas Interviewing Using audio-visual tools or 
("llits and Hot Spts") 

Information Searches; Improving products Making and using surveys, 
memory gaines or quizms Outlining and identifying questionnaires 

Doing story or pidllre main ideas 
completion; making lip Tallying, charting data 

mnemonic !ievicos unun~a l  titles Seq~~endng  
Doing descriptive statistics Using teamwork and 

Looking up  definitions (Jsing SCAMPER orolher Solving logic or mystery (central tendency, collaboration skills 
idea check lists puzzles variation, correlation) 

Using leadership behaviors 
Force-Fitting; using many Reasoning by analogy Doing inferential statistics or practices 

Pdrticipating in "circleof senses to make new and hypothesis testing 
knowledge" activities connwtions Recognizing ermrs of logic 

or fallacies in reawning; Applying qualitative 
D ~ i r ~ g  team learning I.isting atlrib~~tes Identifying persuasion or ananlysis methods 
activities, ptxr teaching or pr~~p.ganda 

Combining pnssibilities Interpreting data; general- 
with the murplinlogical Summarizing information izing; m m m e n d i n g  

Stating ideas in own matrix tool 
words; giving examples; Generating and selecting 

Identifyin6 changes or criteria 
transfnrn~ations 

Identifying advantages, 
li~nitatiot~s, and unique 
features ("A-LU") 



Also, keep in mind that a powerful knowledge base involves more than just remembering 
facts and information; it stresses the ability to understand what is learned, to make it part of one's 
experience. Learning activities for Knuwledgeand Information should also provide the student with 
opportunities to explain or relate, to share, to give their own examples or illustrations, or to make 
predictions and estimates. 

Learning Activities for Generating Tools 

Many learning activities ca;~ also be used tc help students learn and use tools for generating 
ideas. These too!s are an important part of the foundation, since they help lay the groundwork for 
creative thinking and problem solving. To help your students learn and use the generating toois 
effectively, you will also need to help them learn to defer judgment, to try to give many responses, 
(when you posequestions that areopen-ended and toaskquestions, not just toassumethat theironly 
task is to give answers to the questions you ask. You should seek ways to use several of the 
generating twls as part of your day-to-day instruction. Creaiive thinking should not be merely 
''play time" nor "fun and games," although you and your students will enjoy doing it. You should 
also remember that creative thinking can be an important part of your students' learning, in almost 
any subject area. Many of the specific learning activities in Table 7-1 may be things you haven't 
heard of before; some are quite likely to involve tools you have used, even if the names are not 
familiar to you. Rather than discusseachone in detail here, youcan use thesesources for additional 
information: 

Treffinger, D. J., Isaksen, S. G., & Dorval, K. B. (1994). Creative problem solmng: An 
introduction (Rev. ed.). Sarasota, FL Center for Creative Learning. 

Treffinger, D. J., & Nassab, C. A. (1997). Thinking tools l m n s .  Sarasota, F L  Center 
for Geative Learning. 

The December, 19% issue of ThinkTM Magazine is a spedal issue that is devoted 
entirely to explaining and giving classroom examples of both generating tools 
and focusing tools. 

Learning Activities for Focusing Tools 

The focusing tools are also important in preparing students to be critical thinkers, to deal 
effectively with a variety of real-life situations, and to be successful in working on more complex 
academic activities and projects. Learning activities for the fms ing  tools involve such skills as: 
asking students to be observant, to categorize or classify ideas and information, to think 
inductively and deductively, to make basic comparisons and use analogies in reasoning, to 
determine whether data are relevant or irrelevant, or to make appropriate inferences from 
information provided to them. A number of useful resources can help you plan appropriate 
activities for teaching focusing tools as part of your unit. The resources listed above, for the 
generating tools, also include relevant material on focusing tools; several other useful resources 
for focusing tools are: 

Black, S., & Black, H. (1984). Building Thinking Skills. Pacific Grove, CA: Critical 
' M n g  Press and Software. 

Draze, D. (1981). Connections. San Luis Obispo, C4: Dandy Lion. 
Harnadeck, A. (1978). Mind Benders. Paafic Grove, CA: Critical Thinking Press & 

Software. 



1 rning Activities for Research and Inquiry Tools 

1 Tne research and inquiry tools provide the basic skills that serve as the foundatian for 
g and conducting on@ inq& or research. At the foundations level, your emphasis will 

on helping students to learn what the research and inquiry tools are, how to use &.em, and when P- 
y might be appropriate to use. You do not expecf the students at this stage to be able to plan or 

out original research or inquiry projects, but simply to learn the tools they will need to do 
complex practice activities or original projects later. Appropriate exerases at the founda- 
level will usually focus on a specific tool, and provide a basic activity for the students to do 
ble them to understand the tool and its purposes. This column in Table 7-1 includes anumber 

tools thatvary in complexity or difficulty. For the activities you plan, itwill beimportant to select 
tools that will be appropriate for the age, ability, interests, and previous experience of the 

dent(s) with whom you are working. 

l arning Adivities for Expression and Producfiviiy Tools 

The expression and productimty tools provide opportunities for students to learn how to 
ress ideas, processes, or produ& in tangible forms- products or expressions that might 
olve written words, oral presentations, numerical or mathematical expressions, visual repre- 
tations, or other ways of expressing themselves. The productivity tools include the appropriate 
effective use of tedmology or equipment and the personal or interpersonal skills needed to 

able people to use and share their knowledge and ideas in many ways. Many definitions oi 
ativity or productive thinking emphasize the importance of being able to communicate ideas 
others and to present your thoughts effectively in ways or formats that are appropriate to your 
terests, personal strengths and talents, and learning style preferences. 

l Learning Activities for the Realistic Tasks Dimension 

I The realistic tasks dimension represents opportunities that enable students to apply or 
tend the knowledge, information, and tools they have learned in the foundations dimensir-n, to 

problem soi&ng methods, and to learn how to make effective choices and decisions. The 
for this dimension should be engaging (motivational, or "high interest") to the students, 

t they will usually be defied and presented (or at least coordinated and supervised) by the 
acher. That is, realistic tasks canbe managed or controlled, in relation to time, resources, working 

vities, and outcomes. Unlike real problems and chdenges, for which the students' work may 
them wherever the problem requires they go, when you are working on realistic tasks, you 

maintain a high level of structure and direction for the students' work. In realistic t&, the 
er also selects or constructs tasks in speafic content areas or on certain topia, so the students' 

k can focus on issues, themes, and content that is relevant to one or more curricular areas that 
be important and appropriate for the shidents to work on. Some realistic tasks involve 
ryday life" experiences that are within the students' general knowledge base and maturity; 

ese tasks may not necessarily be linked speafically to a particular content area or subject matter 

The realistic tasks level involves efforts to engage students in what has been described as 
'authentic student performance." That is, the major purpose of the learning activities at this level 

o enable the students to use or extend the knowledge, information, and tools they have learned, 
viding tasks that are similar or comparable to those encounter by people in the actual course 



providing tasks that are similar or comparable to those encounter by people in the actual course 
of l i f e  ar home, in the community, at work, or at leisure. It may be helpful to remember three "c's" 
that are important when students are working on redistic tasks: 

Competence. These tasks help students to qmderstand and use what they know 
and t i e  toois they have learned. 
Confidence. Re;iiiitic tasks engage students in learning activi:ies that can be planned, 

managed, and directed carefully to foster success and to build students' confidence in 
their productive thinking. 
Commiiment. Realistic tasks serve as a startihg p i n t  for st~~dents to explore topics, 

themes, issues, or problems that they recognize are important and worth pursuing. 

Table 7.2 presents a list of several exarnpls of appropriate learning activities ha: can be 
LEKI effectively in engaging students in realistic tasks. 

. 
Table 7.2 

I I 
lllustrative Learning Activities for the Realistic Tasks Dimension ! 1 4 

ADplications or 
Extensions of Learning 

ihing simulation and 
extended gaming activities 

R d u d n g  newspaper ads, 
stories, brochures 

Rodxing simulatd radio 
cr TV ads 

Building models 

? r e p i n g  dioramas or 
dispiays 

Creating r n ~ l t i ~ i a  
cozputer n o p m  

hiaking oral, visual, 
musical, or dramadc 
presentations on a topic 

ConducF.ng procedures 
<e.g., lajoratory exercises) 
or simpie experiments 
provided by the teacher 

Making up ciassificatior.~ 
31 ciassificaiion systems 

~ I p p i y i n ~  inforktion oi  
tools tor case studies or 
exercises provided by the 
teacher 

Par t id~ t ing  in peer 
tutoring. p r  teaching. or 
cooperative learning 
p u p s  working on 
exercises or project tasks 
assigned by the teacher 

Doing "Morning .dk" or 
"Snow- ad-tell" 
presentations to :he c!ass 

Making predictions or 
esiimating from a given sei 
of data 

Constructing charts, 
graphs, or diagram to 
represent given data or 
reiationshi~s 

m i t e s  or. assiped topics 

Eioiciing panel discussions 
on r w f i c  topics 

C o m ~ r i n g  and 
contrasting 

Using webbing. idea trees. 
or concept mapping for a 
given topic 

Practicing l Making Chokes 
Problem Solving and Decisions ; 

Doing role play, role 
reversal, or sododrama 
activities 

Working with practice 
prob!ens provided by the 
teacher 

Parc;cipadng in p u p  
pro~iem-solving p r o p a m  
(CM, Future Problem 
Soiving) 

V-! -rang . up problem when 
given sets oi data (e.g., 
using many math facts in 
construdng story 
problems) 

identifying and solving 
problems encocntered by 
characters in a story 

Using historical situations 
or events as data for 
pro~iem solving 

identifying problems, 
gaps,.nr paradoxes in a . 
new situation presented by 
the teacher 

Generating criteria for 
i 

questions, decisions, or 
l 

tasks presented by 'he j 
teacher I 
Using criteria io &e 
iudgments, choices, or 
decisions a h u t  a case or 
situation preseited 3y the 
teacher: ;lstiiyir.g the 
choice, judgment, or 
decision 

Given s w f i c  criteria, 
evaluating several p s i b i e  i conclusions or decisions, 
and justifying the choices. 1 

I 
identifying possible 
causes, consequences, and 
inplications of events or 

I I 
decis+ons 1 

! 



P arni ng Activities for Applica fbns or Extensions of Learning 

or exfmions of iarning should give students opportunities to use 
and ideas in new situations - in working on structured projm or 

not encountered before. The proble-ms and challenges must be new 
r the students, of course, or else the level of the activity is merely additional drill and practice 

t the knowledge level. The application or erfension activities take place when the teacher identifies 
be of interest to some or all of the students, building upon the basic 

base that the students have learned. 

Let's consider an example of an activity in this area, drawing once again on a Colonial 
ca unit 'The students should be able to use information about the colonies and thek 
in a new context or setting." One learning activity might be: 'Write a travel brochure 
ing the location and attractions of a colony of your choice, or for a tour through the 

es." Another might be, "Suppose you wanted to attract more visitors io your colony. Make 
ter containing a collage of drawings or pictures that pumays the attractiveness of your colony 

Zocation." These represent applications m extensions $learning, since the student is using his 
knowZedge and understanding of the colonies to work on the new activity. In fhis 

ension, keep in mind that there should be more for the learners to do than merely recall or 
peat something they have learned; there should be an opportunity for them to put fheir lerrrning 
use ac f ivdy in a new situation, 

istic tasks also involve activities that ask students to malyze ideas and information, or 
, contrast, or identlfy the important parts or characteristics of a problem or situation. 

gin by asking students to examine the parts of a single object or situation. For 
can involve using a foundations tool such as attribute listing. Consider the ordinary 

wanted to i m p m e  this instrument, we might begin by using attribute listing, by 
g "What are the major parts of a telephone?" The students might list such attributes ss: 

ommunication device with e q k o n e  or speaker, miaophone or bansmitter, did, &D that rings, 
astic body," etc. Then, each of those attributes might be used as the sthg point for inproving 
e phone, and can lead to more complex activities as well (comparing and contrasting phones, 
dying how telephone communication has changed and is still &aging today, or others!. 

I earning Activities for Practicing Problem Solving 

There are many ways to help students practice using structured methuds or procsses far 
-oblen solving. Any story the students are reading can be a starting point for proSlern solving. 
'hat problem is the character facing? What shodd he or she do about? Engage the students in 
ginirtg and solving the problem from the chzracteis point of view before they read how the 
ithor solves the problem! Historical events or situations can dso be a goad starting point for 
.acticing problem salving in groups. There are also a number of published resources that provide 
.adcalf manageable problems for studerits at different ages; these indude: 

. A 
* . - 

Draze, D. (1986). Primarily probim solving. San Luis Obispo, CA: Dandy Lion. 
Draze, D. (1994). Creatine problem soiving for kids. San Luis Obispo, CA: Dandy Lion. 
Draze, D. (1994). P i c k ,  problems, and dilemmas. San Luis Obispo, CA: Dandy Lion- 
Eberle, B., & Stanish, B. (l 985/ 2%). CPS for kids. Waco, TX: Prufrock Press. 
Eberle, R, & Stanish, R (19$4/ 1997). Be a problem soiner. Waco, TX: PdrOCk Press. 



Elwell, P. (1989/1993). CPS for teens. Waco, m. Pntfrock Press. 
Isaksen.. S. G., Dorval, K. B., & Treffinger, D. J (1994). Creative apprmkes to problem 

solving. Dubuque, W. Kendall/Hunt 
Treffinger, D. J. (1995). Creative probl-m solver's guidebook. Sarasota, R Center for 

Creative Learning. 
Treffinger, D. J. (1994). Practice problems for creative problem solving. Sarasota, FL: 

Center for Creative Learning. 
Treffinger, D. J., Isaksen, S. G., & Dorval, K. B. (1994). Creative problem solving: An  

introduction (Rev. ed.). Sarasota, FL: Center for Creative Learning. 

Programs such as FPSP (Future Problem Solving Program) or OM (Odyssey of the Mind) 
also provide excellent opportunities for students to practice and apply problem solving methods 
and tools. 

Learning Activities for Making Choices and Decisions 

This dimension involves helping students practice the important skills of judging or 
evaluating, making choices, and making decisions. Activities in this group include exercises in 
which students learn about the nature and w of specific criteria, and practice applying criteria 
to cases, tasks, or scenarios provided by the teacher. Evaluation, in the sensein which we are using 
it here, involves the students' ability to make jud,ments and decisions; we are not talking about 
how you will evaluate the students' performance or learning, which will be considered in Chapter 
9. Making choices and decisions gives the students opportunities to learn and practice the role, and 
theskills, of the judgeor the decision-maker. For any content area,there can bemany opportunities 
for students to learn how to make critical jtidgments or decisions. Activities for evaluative thinking 
involve the student in such responsibilities as: 

Working in groups to determine (and subsequently, to apply) criteria for 
judging projects or presentations; 
Evaluating t3e strengths and weaknesses of their own projects or solutions; 
Making decisions about the consequences of hypothetical events or situations; 
Using established criteria to decide among alternatives or competing choices 
and explanations; 
Assessing the correctness of statements or conclusions. 

We often speak of "showing good judgment," "making responsible choices" or "decision- 
making" as goals of education; these activities help students use evaluation and decision-making 
proces&s e~ectively in their day-to-day inslrmctidnal content, and thereby help in accomplishing 
such goals. 

Learning Activities for the Real Life Opportunities and Challenges Dimension 

The red life opportunities and challenges dimension represents the most complex level of our 
framework for productive thinking. At this level, students are not just practicing, or doing 
exercises; they are engaged in activities that extend beyond getting a grade or praise from the 
teacher, or completing a project or paper that is displayed on a bulletin board (or a refrigerator 
door). Real life opportunities and challenges involve activities and experiences that are important, 



or even "passionate" for the students, and for which the consequences matter in their life. Guiding 
learning activities at this level demands careful planning and a high degree of imagination and 
original thinking. These activities also involve helping the students to !earn to be autonomous, 
independent, or self-directed learners. Teachers cannot be there with every student, throughout 
their lives, to tell them what to do in each new situation; eventually, each student must be able to 
engage in complex reasoning and synthesis in order to become an effective or successfu! 
individual. Table 7.3 presents examples of a number of learning activities that represent renl life 
opportunities and challenges. 

l 

Table 7.3 

Illustrative Learning Activities for 
the Real-life Opportunities Dimension 

Problem Solving, Inventing, 
Independent Projects 

Producing an original plan for a project, experiment, or 
investigation, related to academic or vocational areas and 
interests; carrying out the plan 

Defining and solving a real-life problem of personal 
concern, selected by the student; dealing with real 
problems in the dassroom, school, or community; taking 
action to implement the solution(s) 

Organizing and carrying out an original research study 

Planning, organizing, and canying out a special activity or 
event (student-defined) 

Inventing an original formula, process, procedure; or 
product in any copyright or patent category; partiapating 
in an Invention Convention; producing and disseminating 
the product 

Entering an academic contest or competition that involves 
original student work 

Partiapating in projects or programs involving creating 
and operating a business (e.g., Junior Achievement) 

Planning and carrying out service projectts) 

Planning, creating, and presenting work in any visual or 
performing arts area 



A Note About Sequence 

We have presented the &ree dimensions of the productive thinking framework as if they 
should, or do, occur in a specific or fixed sequence, from the foundations, to the realistic, and then 
eventually to the real-life opportunities. In fact, instruction does wrnek~es follow su& a 
sequence, but it dws not always or necessarily do so. There may be many valid teaching and 
learning experiences that start when people are activdy involved in red problems and challenges, 
and then involve the need for new knowledge, infornation, or tools. Do not assume, then, that you 
must always plan and carry out learning activities at every level, in every category of any of the 
levels, or in a certain prescribed or f ixed sequence. 

Exercise: Developing Learning Activities 

Now you should consider your own unit plan. So far, you have a set of objecfires that you 
developed from your matrix. Your next step is to review each (or any, but not necessarily "all") of 
the "cubes" or "cells" in your matrix. Each cell might contain at least one objective (or perhaps 
several) that combines a speafic content topic with one of the productive thinking dimensions. 
Your job now is to devise the learning activities that will be M-suited to help students attain the 
abjectivek). h doing this, these steps may be helpfuk 

I. Lmk at one "cell" of the matrix at a time. Thus, you'll be@ in the upper left 
corner of the matrix, working your way across the row before moving down to 
the next row. 

2. As you begh each row, study the topic for that row so the appropriate content 
is dearly in mind, 

3+ Then, for each cell, consider the productive thinking dimersion, and the 
spwfic skills within that dimension, that the cell includes. Review- some of the 
h a s  of learning activities that are ~ ~ U - s ~ i t e d  for that level. 

4. Tkrink of possible audio-visuai or technology resources you can use on an 
individudkd or small group basis to help students team. They can view 
slides, video tapes, or b s  or work at computers at specific work area or 
"stations" you can set up in your classroom, for example. 

5. F'rovide opportunities for your students to develop audio-visual materials as 
a part of, or as the m& focus of, the presentation of completed projects. They 
can create slides, overhead transparencies, or videotape, or multi-media 
computer programs to present the resalts of their projects. The media specialist 
in your school can help in guiding students in these projects. % 

6. Plan for group project activities for students who wish to work together. By 
p G n g  their knowledge and ueative capaaties, a l l  the students in a group can 
carry out a project that might be much more effective than if each of the 
students had worked done. 



7. Try to develop severzl possible leming activities for each objective. Remem- 
ber the test of a good learning activity is: "If the learner does this, will it help 
him or her reach this objective?" 

8. If your objedives were written in too narrow or specific a form, you may see 
only one learning activity that is appropriate- When this rrccrrrsJ review Tables 
7.1 thr~ugh 7.3 (as appropriate) to consider other possible kinds of activities 
that might be useful. If you find some, they should guide you in revising vow 
original objective to m&e its wording more inclusive or accurate. 

9. In some cases you may decide that certain advi t ie  must be done by all 
students to assure some basic leanings. Such activities can marked with an 
asterisk and the requirement can be presented in writing to the students. 

20. Remember that not every student in your dass will do all of the activities, nor 
meet all of the objectives, in your pIan. The reiison we are tryrng fo create many 
possibilities is to umfe a rich set of alfwnatives that can be seIectd for various 
students. Thus, it is important now to try to include as many possibilities as you 
can (and to remember you can always add more ideas later, too!) 

11. It's also important to remember h e ~ e  that 'learning activities" are not o d y  
things you make up on your own. For any objective in your matrix, you shodd 
feel free to use any p~blished or shared materids you can locate and obtain. 
Your laming activities should involve all the resources you have available to 
help students attain the objectives efficiently and happily! 

Wore you begin the next chapter, work on planning several learning activities for eacl  of 
ur objectives. Be certain to indude several alternatives for each objective, and to to be 
tain your activities really involve the appropriate productive thinking dimensions and skills. 
ter have written your objectives, get some feedback by reviewing and discussi~gyourpl~s 



INDIVIDUALIZATION 
AND DELIVERY 

In good instructional planning and curriculum development, educators recognize that 
students do not all learn in the same way and that, at any given time, all the students in the class 
are not likely to "need" the same instruction. 

Yet "individualizing" is more honored in theory than in practice. While many adcnowl- 
edge the importance of differences among people, and their consequences for learning and 
instruction, putting those concerns into practice has been elusive, difficult, and often very 
fr~stratir~g for teachers. 

In some classrooms, efforts at "individualized instruction merely change the order or 
timing of assignments, and all students eventually do all of the same assignments and activities. 
The only thing that is really individualized is the rate or time at which the assignments are 
undertaken. We believe that a more effective approach makes it possible for various students 
to be provided with different activities, different thinking processes, and different content or 



ubjed matter. Such an approach takes into account all the factors in Figure 4.1: the three 
ensions of productive thirkng, personal characteristics of the students, metacognition, and 

e context for learning. In working with the cmtent  of chapters four through seven, you have 
lanned a content o u t h ~ !  or web, constntded a matrix, developed objectives, and planned a 
ariety of learning activities. W3w w4l y(3-a now prepare to deliver (or teach) this wit? HDW 
be certain that you are individudidng, a d  takng all the factors in the model in Rgure 4.1 into 

ccolmt? These are the questions this chapter will. address. 

One wav to consider hdividualizaiion in the procss of instructional planning c- A c ~ u ~ i c u -  
m design is &rough incorporating headth, depth, ar xriety into the content, or induding a w i d e  
mge of topics that will span differences in age, ability, Sackgotmd, and interests. There may well 

a common core d material that is important =d. necessary for all students to learn. However, 
e try to respond to individual differences by inc!uding a wide range of topics, resources, 
utcomes, activities, or projects. There is also another ujeiul way to approach the chall2nge of 
dividuaiking; it is represented in the question: t 

"WHO LEARNS WHAT?" 

When yoz take a unit you have planned following the guidefines in tkis handbook into a 
room, and prepare to teach the - i t  to y ~ u r  shdents, one of the first problems you wil! 
ably enco&:er is, "Wll every student be ex~ec:d to meet all of those objcxtives, or do all of 

e ackivities?" Of course, you will be able to tell: merely by looking at your plan, that it includes 
ore possibilities and cloices 'ban you could ever reasonably expeci all of your studer,& to do. 
me paris of your w i t  plan may De useful h w o r h g  with your entire dass at cerAdn times a d  
certain purposes. B& you must also have a plan that will help you to consider the different 
ds of various students and 'Uie resowcw avaiiabic to help you m e t  those n d s  a5ectively and 

.Assessment programs that use test data for diagnostic or prfsoiptive pianniag, for 
ampie, can be one remace teachers use to d e k l n i n e  their students' actual skills, needs, or 
stu~-tiond Ieveh. Cm& analysis of diagnostic assessmeni: datz, considering the specific areas 

gth or w e h e s s  (and not merely global indicatars such as percentiles or grade levei 
uivalents), haw often used to help teachers plan s@ic instructional strategies for initial 

supplementary practice, and remdiation; they are also very immrtant and useful for 
lrichmotr (e.g., Reis and Re~zzulli, 1982) or for uccdenrtion (Stadey, 198Uj capable students. 
mple "prei-estirg" on the content of a ne-w unit of study, or even an informal teachermade skills 
iecldist, used in c~njunction with observations of students' performance, can also be helpful 
.ays to Ced with h e  issue of "who learns what." 

< 

Other teachers use check lists or r a h g  scales to learn mote about their students' character- 
tics and needs. W ~ l e  thee data are much less precise, and are most Iikdy nct speaf c io a certah 
ntent or subject matter area, even informal knowledge of the student's persosal characteristics i help teachers understand the lemer' S strengths, iimitations, and needs. 

i In order to select well from among the many d ternatives in a carefully-designed, compre- 
nsiw unit plan, however, you may well find it helpful to obtain some additional information 



about your students. For example, you will want to take into account the different learning styles 
or preferences of your students. For?xmately, such dedsions need not be made by guesswork. 
Several instruments are readily available which enable you to obtain a more complete picture of 
your students' learning styles and preferences. 

For more information on these topics: 

Dunn, R, & Dunn, K. (1978). Teaching students through their individual learning styks. 
Reston, VA: Reston. 

DUM, R, Dunn, K-, & Treffinger, D. (19921. Bringing ml the Sfredness in your child. 
NY: Wiey. 

Dunn, R, & Griggs, S. (1988). Learning styles: Quiet rmolufion in American secadmy 
x h k .  Reston, VA: National Assodation of Secondary School Principals. 

Lawrence, G. (1984). People types and tiger stripes (Rev. ed.) Gainesville, FL: Center for 
. Applications of Psychological Type. 

Remdli, L, & Smith, L. (1978). Learning styles inventory. Mansfield Center, CT: 
Creative Leaning Ress. 

Renztllli, J. S., Smith, L H., &MS, S. M. (1982). Curriculum compacting: An essential 
strategy for working with gfted students. E I m f a r y  School Journal, 82 (3), 185- 
194. 

Stadey, J. S. (1980). On educating the @id. Educational r w c h m ,  9,&12. 

Metacognition 

Metacoghition is a very important factor in your efforts to teach any unit in ways that will 
help each learner be successful and autonomous. Metacognition is a ttxlmical tarn for the skills 
that are involved in monitoring, managing, and modifying your own learning and in being aware 
of your own thinking and learning processes and activities as they take place. Metacognition 
involves helping students to ask (and to respond to!) such questions as: 

What am I going to do, how am I going to do it, and why should I do it that way? 
What am I doing now, how well is it working, and should I keep doing it, stop, 

or modify what I am doing? 
What did 1 do, was it successful, and. how might I do it differentiy or better 
in the future? 

Some of the more specific issues and aspests of rnetacognition are summarized in Table 8.1. 

The Context for Learning 

Context refers to the psychological and physical setting in which teaching and learning take 
placein tht, classroom. The physical setting refers to the way you set up or organize and use the 
huniture, equipment, and materials in a classroom. These factors can have considerable impact 
on the kinds of learning activities that will be able to take piace in the classroom, and they may be 
related to the opportunities that students can have to apply productive thinking, too. Thematerials 
on teaching and learning style by Dunn and Dunn, mentioned previously in this chapter, indude 
many practical suggestions for designing (or redesigning) a classroom to insure that a variety of 
learning styles and preferences can be accommodated. Their suggestions will also help you to 



Metacognitive Skills for 
Productive Thinking 

Competence 
Knows content or task domain 
Knows prod~ctive thinking processes (tools and underlying concepts 
and principles; how and when to u s  tools, individually or in groups) 
Knows and applies the language or vocabulary of productive thinking 

* Attending and focusing; deliberately reviews and analyzes tasks (task 
demands and constraints; data; new possibilities; criteria and act i~ns)  
Using eEcient memory strategies 
Strong processing (mental pictures, words, emotions; physical sensations) 
Monitors performance and choices; knows how, when to revise or adjust 
Strong organizing efforts 
Integrates processes and content in learning and in m a y  life situations 

Confidence 
Believes in effectiveness of processes or methods 
Believes in self as  a facilitator 
Feels empowered by productive thinking skills 
Able to change m a n e  or redirect without being threate~ed 
Comfortable with strategies and language of process 
%cognizes needs and opportunities for productive thi?king 
Power thinking and affirmations (9 can!") 

* Goal-setting and benchmarking 
* -ware  of obstacles and ways to avoid or overcame them. 

Predicts and anticipates successful outcomes 
Views situations as opportunities and challenges 
Knows own strength and style and ho~u to make best use of t hen  

Commitment 
immerses self in i m p o a t  concerns; passion 
Takes ownership (responsibility for and intent to take action) 
Shows initiative; actively seeks opportunities to apply productive 
thinking 
Demonstrates belief in, and regular use of, productive thinking processes 
Strives for completeness of understand-kg and continues to work 
toward that goal 
Judges results accurately and honestly 
Engages in "debriefmg" and continues to study, learn, and improve 
Seeki othe'rs with whom to learn and share (as cslleagues and in 
mentoring relationships). 

Figure 8.1 
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consider ways to arrange, or rearrange, your space and faalities to encourage students to use 
productive thinking skills whether they are working alone, in peer or small groups, or as an entire 
class. Think of your classroom as a 'laboratory" for exploration, investigation, discovery, and 
concentration or study- not as a place that is only for all the students to engage in a fixed set of 
activities throughout the priod or the day. 

The secondmajor aspect of the context for leaminginvolves the climate- the psychological 
setting or the way people feel about the physical and interpersonal setting of the classroom. The 
climate of the classr,mm can encourage productive thinking, or it can stifle and inhibit it. Research 
has shown that nine general factors make up the "climate for creativity and innovation" in a group 
(e.g., Isaicsen, Treffinger, & Dorval, 19%, Ciimntefor Creatimty and Innovation: Educational Implica- 
tions); these are: 

Challenge &Involvement. The degree to which students are involved in the daily 
operations, long term goals, and in sharing a vision of the dassroom as a learning 
environlnent 

Freedom. The extent to which students have the opportunity for independence in 
their behavior. 

Trust and Openness. The extent to which the students feel there is emotional safety 
in their relationships with each other and with the teacher. 

Idea T i e .  The amount of time students can use (and do use) for identifying, 
exploring, and elaborating new ideas. 

Playfulness and Humor. The extent to which the school and the classroom provide 
a setting for spontaneity and comfort or ease of behavior. 

Conflicts (Low). The presence (or absence) of ~ r s o n a l  and enotional tensions the 
school or clasrocm; the presence (or absence) of fighting and aggressive, hostile 
behavior among students, or overly-stern, shouting, angry behavior by the teacher. 
(This is different from the tensions among ideas that is represented by the "debates" 
dimension.) 

Idea Support The extent to W-hichnew ideas are treated wit? interest and respect. 

Debates. The extent to which encounters and disagreements among viewpoints, 
ideas, differing experiences, and knowledge will be encouraged in the class. 

Risk-Taking. The extent to which there is tolerance of uncertainty and ambiguity in 
the school or classroom. 

Classroom Methods: Delivering the Unit 
. . 

Another important question relating to the useof your individualized unit is, 'Wow should 
I actually conduct my class to use the unit most effectively?" Once again, the key principle is 
pexibilify. The objectives, learning activities, and evaluation procedures in your unit could be 
utilized in a number of different ways. There is no reason at all, for example, why it cannot be used 
as a basis for organizing traditional lecture-discussion classes, with individual pupil assignments. 



you may feel that doing this would defeat some of the purposes of individualizing (and we feel 
that way, too!) -but the point is that the material can be used that way. There may be times when 
you decide that many of your students share a specific interest and need in some topic, so that you 
will develop some activities as a large group instruction approach. 

Many of your learning activities probably also lend themselves easily to small group or team 
projects, in which a group of four to eight students share the responsibilities for a more extensive 
project, and perhaps share their products with an entire class or grade level. 

Of course, youcan probably also see from your chart and your learning activities that many 
of them are well-suited to learning by individual students, using a variety of methods, tools, and 
techniques. You might develop study ,pides, for example, each focusing upon a single topic or 
area in your unit. Or, you might collect several cubes from your matrix together to construct a 
learning station ur learning center. Individual student work, planned and selected from your 
matrix, can effectively be coordinated by using a contract or learning agreement approach. 

Review the Curriculum and Instruction Guideposts in chapter two. These guideposts will 
also help you to Kink about ways you can enhance and vary the ways you deliver or teach the unit. 

"But there's just too much ... " 
When you have developed a very extensive unit plan, with a number of topia and an array 

of speafic objectives and varied activities for each topic, you may begin to fear that your plan is 
just tw big, that there are too many possible choices or options, and that it might be confusing or 
overwhelming for students (or for you!). Was it really necessary to do all that planning? 

1 One reason whv manv teachers limit the instruction in their classroom to routine knowl- 
edge and memorizati~nis that they havenot planned in advance for other, more complex activities 
that cannot be accomplished very well "on the spur of the moment". The best way to insure thf your 
students haw opportuhities for a &her wiety of iearning experiences is through &reful pre-plnnning. 
Perhaps the greatest benefit of this planning may be to "open up new possibilities" that you had 
not thought about previously. 

l h e  First Law of lndividvalized Learning 

A very important principle underlies much of our modern concern for individualizing 
This prinaple is important enough that we have (only somewhat humorously) called 
Law of Individualized Learning". This prinaple is: A student should not have to  sit 

nd watch while other stlulents nre learning something that helshe already knows. 

The very obvious corollary of this 'law" is that we must be able to provide opportunities 
different students to be doing different things in the classroom at any given time. While these 

deas may sound very simple, most teachers discover that they can be anything but simple to 
plement. We believe that planned units for individualid instruction, using the approach you 

ave used in this handbook, will help you in carryingout these ideas more effectively in your own 
even without luxurious "open space" buildings, unlimited aides, or a monumental 

udget! 



Practice Activity on Individualizing lnstrudion 

List some of the unique characteristics of individual students, or small groups or clusters of 
students, in your current dass or in the dass you last taught. For example, one teacher might have 
noted: (1.) Tony loves to read the encyclopedia; (2.) Amy learns new material rapidly and easily; 
(3.) Shawn needs a lot of repetition to master new material, and so on. Make a similar list about 
several of your students. Then, begin to plan several newways you could adapt your instructional 
activities to accommodate some of the characteristics you listed. For example, from the sample list 
above, you might note: 

1. Let Tony take one day a week in reading group time to read the encyclopedia. 
2. Create time for Arny to help Shawn with flash cards or a learning name or ~uzzle. 
3. Write some enrichnient for Amy to work on. 

A 

Review the Curriculum and Instructional Guideposts in chapter 2. Try to find ways these 
ouideposts might be useful in thinking about the strengths, talents, interests, and needs of your d 

students. 

Then, review the lists of illustrative learning activities in chapter 7 (Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3). 
Consider how some of those activities night be particularly useful, interesting, and challenging 
for certain students on your list. 

You might identify more than one possibiiity for some of the students. 



EVALUATION AND 
DOCUMENTATION 

Now we have arrived at "the moment of truth." When any student has been working on 
(or several) learning activities, how do you (and how does the student) know when the goal 
been reached? How will you deade when more work is needed or when it is time to move on, 
begin working on some new objective, topic, or even on an entirely different unit of study? 

An effective inst~uctionnl unit should include, for ench objective, an enaluation criterion and a 
of him the evaluation will be conducted. This completes the cube that was discussed in 

pter 6.-The cube for any cell in your matrix includes: 

l 1. One or more objectives for that cell; 
2. Several learning activities for each objective; 

; 3. An evaluation criterion or procedure. 



Tests may be useful in determining a student's success in completing a certain objective 
(particularly if it involves Information and the Knowledge Base in the productive thinking dimen- 
sions). However, it is not necessarily the case that evaluation d-ways includes, or relies exclusiveiy 
on, testing. As we will use the term, evaluation refers to any apropriafe evidence that you can obfain 
todetermine whether thestudent has learnedacerfain objective. How do you gather this evidence? How 
wil! you deade when a student has met an objective? 

Of cou-se, we cannot provide in only a few pages a complete discussion of measurement 
and evaluation prinaples. But we will offer a few guidelines to help you in planning and 
conducting your evaluation. 

1. Check your evaluation procedure carefully for agreement with your objec- 
tive. It should not only deal with the content of the objective, but it should ask 
the student to use the appropriate productive thinking dimension. For 
example, if the objective was intended to engage the student in a complex 
analysis or comparison of ideas, the evaluation procedure shouid ask the 
student to demonstrate his or her abiiity to andyze, not merely to recall or list 
specific facts. 

2. If vou have an exmation about the standards that must be met bv the 
2 . 2 

student in competing a project or assignment, state that expectation clearly 
and :a advance of the evaluation. Make certain the students know what the 
standards will be, or on what criteria their work will be judged. 

3. Make certain that the standards or criteria you use are fair and appropriate 
for theobjective. Neatness of pupil's work is sometimes misused by teachers, 
for example, a student's work should be judged for "neatness" only if that is 
an important part of what they are learning, and then only if they know 
nearness will be evaluated (and how it will be judged). 

4. Work with students to define the evaluation criteria, and to help them 
understand what kinds of work will or will not meet the aiteria. If you wish 
to emphasize speed (or completing work within a certain time period), or 
accuracy (doing work carefully and correctly with less emphasis on time) or 
quality (the inclusion by the students of certain "key" requirements for an 
acceptable response), you should discuss your expectations and criteria 
specifically with the students. 

5.  Many objectives may be written in a way that makes very apparent the kind 
of evaluation thatwill occur (such as when the student can or cannot perform 
a certain task). If you indude some objectives of this kind, your evhuation 
procedure may b;! nothing more than a check list to keep arecord of work 
completed by each student. Keep inmind that such aprocedured& not take 
intoicco~ntqualit~, accuracy, or appearance unlessiou specifically include 
those criteria in advance. . 

6.  Effective criteria for evaluation should be as specific as possible, and clearly 
understood by the student at the beginning of their wcrk on the task. 



7. Whenever appropriate, students should be encouraged and coached to 
engage in self-evaluation. Many academic tasks can be checked successfully 
by students from the later elementary grades upward. Effective teachers 
have been found to use student self-monitoring (Good & Brophy, 1986). 

8. Effective evaluation, especially for work that involves the realistic tasks 
dimension of productive thinking, should provide opportunities for stu- 
dents to demonstrate performance on a task that involves using or applying 
information. Some performance tasks can be relatively short in duration, 
dep&ding on the content, so they can be carried within a single class period 
or less; other tasks, for more complex objxt~ves, may involve extended 
performance and work over a period of several days, weeks, or even longer. 

9. When you are evaluating work in the realistic b b o r  the real-life opportunities 
dimensions, include tasks that are authentic, or that ask the students to 
demonstrate their ability to meet the objective through activities that a p  
proximate the way that task would be presented and carried out in a real-life 
setting. Be certa& to consider the kin& of products and audiences that are 
appropriate. 

10. Evaluation of students' work in the real-life opportunities dimension can be 
an appropriate opportunity for the development and use of portfolios. 

Now leYs see if you can apply these guidelines in some examples. Consider the following 
examples of general objectives. How would you determine specilic criteria for evaluating each 
e? What specific criteria would you use in evaluating these objectives? 

1. Home economics students will be able to bake pies. 

I 2 In English class, students will be able to recite poems of their own choosing. 

1 3. Students should demonstrate their ability to add c o o n  fractions. 

1 4. Students will name the capitals of the l 3  original colonies. 

1 5. Chemistry studens will be zble to conduct experiments. 

1 6. Students will write essays on the colonies. 

1 7. Students will be able to do push-up correctly. 

1 8. The fist  graders will read a !XI page in their readers. 

/ 9. Students will write short essays on assigned topics. 

1 10. Tenth graders will give 10 minute presentations based on library research. 
. . 

What are the important learning outcomes that the teacher probably wants to emphasize 
these objectives? What criteria would be used to determine whether or not stud2nts had 

~mpleted them successfully? Please jot down your own ideas and responses before turning the 



Here are some responses which illustrate how specific criteria can be used to clarify our 
purposes and intentions, and to make evaluation of student work easier and more effiaent and 
objective. There are other possible responses for all of these, of course; if you thought of other 
possibilities, share them with other teachers. 

1. After instruction on baking, students will produce a pie which (a) does not have 
a burned crust, (b) comes out of the pan without falling apart, and (c) tastes good 
according to the teacher or a group of other students. (Criterion here emphasizes 
Quality.) 

2. At the close of the poetry unit, each student will recite a poem of his/her own 
choice, representing a selected rhyme scheme, an establiihed type of meter, and 
a central theme or meaning. (Criterion - Quality) 

3. After studying addition of common fractions, the student will give the correct 
sums on at least 8 out of 10 (80%) examples he/she has not previously seen. 
(Accuracy) 

4. The student will be able to make 2 Iist of the 13 original colonies and the names 
of the capital of each one, with not more than two errors. (Accuracy) 

5. After studyinggases, students willconduct an experimentwhich verifies Boyle's 
Law. During the experiment, eachstudent will state a speafic hypothesis, collect 
and record data,reject or confirm the hypothesis, and state one conclusion about 
the results. (Quality) 

6 .  The student will write an essay analyzing at least three inportant reasons why 
the Colonists won. For each of the three reasons, the student should provide at 
least two arguments or references to support his choice. (Quality) 

7. At the conclusion of the physical fitness unit, each student will be able to do at 
least 10 push-upsin oneminute, touching the mat only with his/hernose. (Speed 
and Quality) 

8. The student will be able to read a page from his/her reader, containing at least 
100 words, wit!! two minutes, and make no more than four word identification 
errors. (Speed and Accuracy) 

9. Students will evaluate one mothers' essays based on criteria they formulated. 
(Quality). 

10. Students will rate each presentation based onevaluation criteria they developed 
as a group. (Quality) 

You might find it valuable to try this exercise with students. Several teadiers we know have 
found it very helpful to engage their students in a diicusiion at the beginning of the school year 
about what "quality work" means, and how it might be recognized. The criteria they formulate 
together become part of their on-going evaluation dialogue and process ihroughout the year. 



Now that you are familiar with planning and stating evaluation criteria, we shodd 
consider the methods you can use to gather and analyze your evidence. We can classify evaluation 
methods into several broad categories: test responses, checklists and rubrics, rating scales, 
partidpation charts, anecdotal records, and portfolios. 

Test Responses. The results of tests are most useful in evaluating accuracy of knowledge 
and comprehension of information or subject matter. Therefore, you are most likely to use this 
technique to evaluate work in the foundations dimension of produdive thinking (and especially, 
in relation to information and the knowledge base). Test responses are usually broken down into 
short answer responses (multiple choice, true or false, fill-in-theblanks, matching questions) or 
essay answers. 

The term formative evaluation is used to describe testing in which the students use the 
results to monitor their progress and to determine the work they still need to do. Summative 
evaluation refers to the final evaluation, after the completion of all learning activities; it serves as 
a summary of the progress and learning by the student. 

Checklists are lists of speafic characteristics or behaviors, with space for ar? observer to 
check whether or not the behavior occurred. These are particularly useful when the s p d c  
qualities of a certain outcome can be identified in advance. For example, suppose that you wanted 
to evaluate a cell in amatrix on a Colonial America unit that deals with the topic of "Food, Clothin% 
and Housing" and the applying and extending dimension of productive thinking. Suppose that th; 
objective indicates that the student will be able to "apply your knowledge about colonial food, - -  - .  
clothing, and housingby using it in a new situation or challenge thatis pro<ded for you." A typical 
learning activity related to this objective might have been for the students to develop an 
advertisement that might have appeared in Poor Richard's Almanac desaibing a colonial food. A 
checklist for evaluating the students' performance might have listed the following qualities: 

Is the food clearly described? 
Was the product written in an advertisement format? 
Did the student use color, testimonial, or other advertising techniques? 
Would it be appropriate for Poor Richard's Almanac? 
Is it written in a way that will capture the reader's attention? 
Are the prices of the food items included? 

A ch&t of this type might be given to the students before they complete the learning 
activities, so the criteria do not "come as a surprise" to them when they are evaluated. Part of their 
work might include discussion of what a good advertisement should include, and their ideas 
might also be incorporated into criteria that are used in the cherklist. Checklists that desaibe 
several criteria or standards for acceptable student performance are often described as "rubrics," 
especially in the current literature onalternative or iuthenticassessmerk. A very heiptul, pracricai 
introduction to alternative assessment is, Authenticassessment: A handbook for educators, by D. Hart 1 (1994, Addison Wesley). [Authentic h m m e n t  of Priducfioe Thinking ( ~ i e f f i n ~ e r  & crdss, 198)  
deals in greater detail with performance tasks, rubrics, and portfolios.] 

I 



Rating Scales are lists of specific behaviors which the rater or observer uses to record2; 
evaluations of the quality of responses or the degree or extent to which the student's work' 
demonshates the behavior or meets the criteria. These are also often used as, or described as, 
rubrics. They require judgment, and most often employ a scale that can be quantified (expressed 
in some numerical form or scale, such as a I to 5 scale). For example, consider this objective for the 
Food, Clothing, and Housing topic in a Colonial Americaunit: "Design a house which would have 
been useful in all the colonies." The illustration below shows two rating scale items which might 
be used to evaluate the students' work for this objective: 

/ 1. Did the house design include a way to adjust to the exeerne differences in weather that 

l would be found among the colonies? 

1 2 3 4 -------- ----- 5 
Never ~ lmos :  DcGZFali-y- Zmost K y S  

Never Always 

1 2. Rate eac!! feature of the house according to the following scale: l 
a. Windows 1 2 3 4 5 

Very Poor Poor Fair Satisfactory Very Good 
I 

b. Fireplace 1 2 3 4 5 

c. Room Design 1 2 3 4 5 
Very Poor Poor Fair Satisfacrory Very Good 

Participation Charts allow you to count the number of times an individual students in a 
certain activity, such as a group activity .They we useful when several persons are observed at one 
time during a group discussion, or other activity in which everyone is supposed to contribute or 
participate. In a Colonial America unit, an objective that calls for students tc think of many uses 
the colonists might have made of corn stalks, the chart below could be used to keep track of 
participation by individual students. A tally could be entered for each idea contributed bv the 
members of the group. These could be totalled (ameasureof fluencyor number of ideas), and other 
items could also be assessed, such as the number of unusual ideas (a measure of originality in 
thinking). 

Activity: Uses for Corn Stalks 

Number of 
Unusual Ideas 

Name 

B i i  

Mary 

Chris 

Pat 

66 

Tally: l Total Number of Ideas 



Anecdotal Records are factual descriptions of a specific behavior, an incident or episode, 
r an event, written by an observer. Diaries, logs, or pmab are similar but usually refer to records 
ade by the partidpants themselves rather than an observer. All are useful for keeping records 
unusual events or unexpected happenings that are particularly striking or relevant For 

le, if you were interested in whether students were applying what they have been learning 
colonies when they are involved in outaf-dass activities, such as a field trip to a 

usem, you might ask them to keep a record of how many inventions or products they saw in 
e museum, or wX& a r t  works at a gdlery, ~ri~ginated in or represented colonial life and times. 

Self and Peer Evaluation 

Portfolios are a student's unique, personal, and meaningful way of documenting her or his 
own work and accomplishments, within a certain domain or task area, for a particular purpose or 
audience, and at a speafic time (Treffinger & Cross, 1994). The portfolio can be an important way 

Jud-penis and reports made by students t h e d v e s  are another valuable source of 
information about achievement and accompLishments that the teacher might find more difficult 
(or perhaps not even possible) to evaluate. Such concern as pupil partidpation in small group 
work, i~ntibutions to group projects, acceptance of leaders- responsibili ties, or evaluating how 
much and how well one studes or takes note are areas in which student evaluation can be used. 

: 

: 

1 At first, some teachers who attempt such a process fear that students may be unable to 
assess their own work, or even worse, hat  their assessments may be exaggerated or even 
dishonest. However, when efforts have been made to define objectives carefully, and to spell out 
suitable evaluation criteria in advance, most students will be able to engage in self-evaluation very 
-effectively. In fact, there may be a tendency for the students to be more demanding cm themselves 
than the teacher might have been! 

to document and assess authentic outcomes or accomplishments, particularly for work in the real- 
life opportunities dimension of productive thinking. They are not substitutes for other kinds of 
evidence or assessment They are not necessarily the most effective or efficient way to evaluate any 
and all objectives and activities. And, they are not necessarily only a sampling of a student's "best 
work." (They might be assembled, for example, to illustrate and document growth or change over 
time? or to demonstrate breadth or variety in one's area of competence or expertise.) Portfolios 
might indude: products or work samples, testimonials, documentation that verifies partidpation 
in specific activities or events, recognitions or awards for one's work, visual documentation 
(photos, slides, video), audio documentation, scrapbooks, or computer files on disk 

Before requiring students to evaluate either their own work or their peers' work, the tezcher 
should venfy that students have learned some basic skills and experience in making evaluations. 
Students should be able to demonseate that they: 

Can read test or assignment diredons and Listening to oral directions; 
Can interpret test items carefully so they understznd what is rwuired for a correct 
response before they make a judgment; 
Have skill in detecting and responding to the rnost obvious or reasonable int2rpre- 
tation of a test item, rather than to an interpretation that, while possible, was 

I 
probably unintended; 



Are able to select a reasonable answer to each test item, even when they may know 
very little about item content; 
~ a ; e  experience in recording their observations, as would be required in compiling 
anecdotes, keeping diaries, or filling out checklists and rating scales; 
Are aware of -the-"pitfalls" and biases that can affect the-use of rating scales, 
checklists, or other techniques that involve a degree of subjective judgment. (For 
example, one of the most difficult tasks in self- or peer-evaluation is to rate each item 
separately and independently, rather than on the basis of an overall impression or 
feeling-the "halo" effect); 
Have no more than a moderate amount of "test anxiety" or feelings of inadequacy 
and helplessness in situations requiring performance to be demonstrated to others. 
(Help your students by modeling appropriate behavior in evaluations and guiding 
students in attendine suecificdv to the evaluation task.) 
Understand the a-it&& be emiloyed and the methods that are tobe used to apply 
those criteria to the products or performances being evaluated. 

Any of the evaluation methods described in this chapter can be used by students, either to 
evaluate others or to make fair judgments about themselves. If teachers indicate dearly how the 
evaluation is to be conducted and how the information -will be used, if they guide students in 
learning and using evaluation methods and techniques, if they use formative evaluation as an aid 
to student learning, and if they ask for judgments that are within thestudents' level of competence, 
then asking students to make assessments of their own or others' performance can be a valuable 
and appropriate part of the evaluation process. 

Now, you should be ready to plan some specific evaluation criteria and procedures for the 
unit you are planning. Your matrix has been growing steadily since you began with a simple 
content outline in chapter 3. By now, you should have a complete set of written objectives and a 
variety of learning activities, incorporating many different dimensions of productive thinking. 
Your final task is to take the cells in your plan and ask: How will I evaluate whether thestudent has 
completed this objectivesuccessfully? What kinds qfeviience would be most useful? What m'teria should 
be used? What method(s) would be most appropriate to use to obtain the evidence or documentation? 

When you have completed this task for your matrix, you will have a thoroughly-planned 
instructional unit that will lend itself readily to individualized learning for your students. 


